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Abstract

Methodological and conceptual concerns have been raised

regarding the test construction and validation procedures

used in the development of the Luria-Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery (f,HNn). The present investigation

examined a major neuropsychological validation question' the

ability of the LNNB to lateralize brain damage since

substan+- ial stat i st ical and methodological i ssues have been

raised regarding the initial LNNB lateralization validation

study. A comparison vras then made of the abitity of the

LNNB and the Halstead-Reitan Neuropsychological Test Battery

to lateralize brain damage. Both neuropsychological

batteries were administered to 30 predominantly left- or

right-hemisphere-damaged subjects (ls in each group) with

discriminant analysis classif ication procedures

demonstrating similar, above chance' accuracy in

lateralizíng cerebral dysfunction. Cross-validation of

objective clinical rules designed to aid in LNNB test

interpretation resulted in classification of brain damage

and lateralization at levels below reported values from the

test developer's laboratory. The Iimited role such

simplistic rules have ín assessment is discussed, as is the

need to evaluate dimensions of test usefulness other than

1
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those related to gross öiagnostic decisions ("'9", presence

or laterality of brain damage) in determining the instrument

of choice for clinical neuroÞsychological practice' It is

argued that the demonstration of t.he ability to make gross

diagnosLic decisíons provides necessary but minimal evidence

for the usefulness of a neuropsychological instrument. More

research is recommended to fully define the limits of the

clinical utilitY of the LNNB.



Lateralizing Brain Damage with the

NeuroPsychological BatterY:

Effectiveness as ComPared to the

Neuropsychological Test

Lur ia-Nebraska

Diagnost ic

HaI stead-Re i tan

Battery

The recent development, promoting, and marketing of the

Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery (¡,NNn) as a

clinical instrument has precipitated considerable

acrimonious discussion in the Iiterature (..g., Adams,

1980a, 1980b, 1984; Golden, 1980; Stambrook, 1983) regarding

the methodological and conceptual rigor of the test

construction and validation procedures used by the battery's

principal designer, Charfes Golden, and his associates

(Colden, Hammeke, & Purisch, 1980). Numerous substantial

statistical and methodological problems út,r" been identified

with the LNNB research base which should cause potential

clinical users Some concern (see Stambrook, 1983 ot, for an

expanded analysis and critique of the battery's theoretical

antecedents, development, standardization, reliability, and

validity, see Appendix 1). In spite of this, the battery

continues to be heavily advertised f.or purchase for clinical

use (Western Psychological Services , 1984 ), for training at

American Psychological Association sponsored continuing

education seminars (Neuropsychological Àssociates of

3



California, 1985)' and more recently,

introduction of computerized scoring

(Precision People Inc. , 1 985) .
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profiting from the

reporL writing

Despite detractors' critiques (edams, 1980a, I980b;

Crosson & Warren, 1982; DelÍs & Kaplin, 1982; Spiers' 1981'

1982; Appendix 1 ), the impressive array of data that Golden

and his Leam have compiled and presented -- which they

suggest unequivocally demonstrates the efficacy of the LNNB

in detecting the presence, Iateralization, and localization

of brain damage (for reviews see Go1den, 1981a, 1981b;

Àppendix 1 ) seems to be one reason vrhy the battery is

enjoying increasing popularity (Goldberg & McNamara, 1984¡

Hartlage & Telzrowf 1980; Noonberg & Page, 1982). Reviews

of the literature on Lhe battery to date, however, lead to

the conclusion that the research base that unambiguously

demonstrates the effectiveness of the instrument is not

large enough to justify placing confidence in the clinical

use of the battery, (e.g., Àdams, 1990a, 1980bt Spiers' 1981 '
1982; Appendix 1). Nevertheless, it is clear that the

efficacy of the LNNB in clinical situations rests not on the

developer's and publisher's claims t ot on detractor's

critiques, but on carefully planned and well executed

research. Further, if as is stated in the recently

published test manual (Golden, Hammeke, & Purisch, 1980),

"the Luria-Nebraska can replace the much more extensive

batteries commonly used in American neuropsychology [".g.
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the Halstead-Reitan Neuropsychological Test Batteryl that

may take two t.o three times as long to administer" (p.13),

it is essential to empirically demonstrate that data

relevant to brain-behavior assessment is not lost for the

sake of brevity"

Despite documented shortcomings (cf., Adams, 1980a,

1980b; Stambrook, 1983; see also Appendix 1), the LNNB has

been shown to be able to detect the presence of brain damage

(".g., Golden, Hammeke, & Purisch, 1978; Kane, Parsons' &

Goldstein, 1985). The situation is, however, Iess clear in

regards to the next major issue in the validation of a

neuropsychologicaL instrument assessing the ability of

the LNNB to lateralize cerebral dysfunction and this was

the primary focus of the present study. In overview, the

goals for the present project were to:

1. Ameliorate the interpretive problems that are present

in the Osmon, Go1den, Purisch, Hammeke, and Blume

(1979) investigation of the power of the LNNB to

lateralize cerebral dysfunction as documented on

independent neurological grounds using discriminative

function classif ication procedures.

2. Provide a 'head to head' test of the comparative

diagnostic accuracy of the LNNB and the Halstead-

Reitan Neuropsychological Test Battery (HnNtg) in

Iateralizing cerebral dysfunction in groups of right-

and left-hemisphere damaged subjects using
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discriminative function classification procedures"

Of inLerest here as weII was a comparison of the

administration times for each battery.

3. Of ancillary interest, this project was designed to

provide a cross-validation of a set of objective

clinical rules that have been developed to diagnose

and lateralize brain damage using the LNNB (Golden,

Moses, Graber, & Berg, 1982¡ McKay & Golden, 1979a,

1979b]- 
"

the next three sections, each of these will be examined

turn.

The Osmon et aI. (1979) Investiqation

The ability of the LNNB to statistically discriminate

lateralized and diffusely brain-damaged subjects has been

investigated by Osmon et al. (1979). Twenty subjects were

assigned to each of three groups (tett, right, diffuse)

depending on the locus of brain damage as confirmed by one

or more of the following methods: neurological exam,

arteriogram, electroencephalogram (enC), computerized axial

tomography (Cef scan), pneumoencephalogram, skull x-rays'

and surgery. While the groups were found not to differ in

age or education, the homogeneity of the groups with respect

to other potentially confounding variables such as sex'

chronicity, and process (Parsons & Prigatano, 1978) was not

reported. Analyses of variance on each of the 14 LNNB
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summary scales revealed that the groups differed

signíficantly only on the Left Hemisphere scale with the

left-hemisphere group more impaired than the right-

hemisphere or diffuse groups. The possibility that one

significant analysis of variance (out of 14) could have

arisen from the operation of random or chance facLors is not'

considered by the researchers. Osmon et aI. (1979) also

report that a discriminant analysis classification procedure

performed on the 14 summary scales YtaS able to correctly

classi f y 59 out of 60 sub jects ( 98e") .

There are, however, substantive problems with the Osmon

et aI. (1979) analysis that render unambiguous

interpretation of the findings difficult. Àside from the

shrinkage in classification accuracy that would be expected

from the use of a discriminative analysis with a subject

(per group) to variable ratio as small as was present

(20/14) (Fletcher, Rice, & Ray 1978), there is a lack of

appreciation of the statistical and conceptual improbability

of achieving near perfect discriminative classificatory

accuracy when the univariate tests indicate t'he essential

equality among groups (edams, 1980a; Àppendix 1). This can

be demonstrated by the fact that 11 of the 14 univariate F

statistics had values less than 1.0, and that the average E

value over the 14 tests was .83. This interpretative

difficulty is compounded by the absence of a reported

Multivariate F statistic, and by the absence of a reported
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evaluation of whether alI 14 dependent measures added

significant.Iy to the between group separation orr whether

they capitalize on chance variation in the sample (eppendix

1). Fletcher et aI. (1978) have presented data on this

issue and have demonstrated that in, for example' a 2-group

design with smalI subject to variable ratios, discrimínant

anaJ-ysis classification procedures on random numbers can

lead to hit rates that range from 71eo to gTeo (# subj ects/#

variables; 1¡1 to 2z1l, This clearly causes concern and

raises suspicions that the groups rea1Iy did noL differ and

seriously calls into question the reported high level of

accuracy in the classification of the subjects based on the

discriminant function.

Comoarat ive Ef f ect iveness
Lateral i z inq

of the LNNB and HRNTB in
Brain Damage

The HRNTB is considered by many to be the preeminent

standardized neuropsychological test battery in clinical use

in North America (Craig, 1979; Golden & Kuperman, 1980;

Hartlage & Telzrow' 1980; Noonberg & Page, 1982). The

battery has a long and extensive history of research to its

credit that has convincingly demonstrated the procedures'

utility in diagnosing the presence, Iateralization,

localization, and etiology of brain damage (for reviews see

BoI1, 1981¡ Goldstein, 1974; Hevern, 1980; Klove, 1974¡

Lezak , 1976¡ Reitan, 1962, 1964, 1966a, 1966b, 1975;

RusseII, Neuringer, & Goldstein, 1970).
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WhiIe the degree of accuracy lateralizing brain damage

using the LNNB (98%) is somewhat higher than that obtained

using discríminant analyses of HRNTB data (u.g., 95>o,

Go}den, 1977; 88eo Goldstein & Shelley, 1973ì 93e", Wheeler,

Burke, & Reitan, 1963¡ 88eo, Wheeler & Reitan, 1963\, such

comparisions are of limited value because of many known and

unknown differences (..g., â9e, sex' chronicity' process'

extent, etc.) in the composition of the groups under

investigation. Certainly, ât a minimum, the various groups

used by different researchers differ in the stringency with

which they are formed because subjects are consistently

described as predominanLlv Ieft- or right-hemisphere damaged

because of the complex and not well understood distance

effects of intracranial lesions (tishman, 1978). Hence,

since different research groups obviously used different

personnel (primarily neurologists) to assign subjects to

groups, it is unlikely that the same criteria were used

across studies.

This argues strongly in favor of a procedure that

involves a contemporaneous or 'head to head' compariSon of

the HRNTB and the LNNB in tateralizing the same groups of

brain-damaged subjects. Although, âs noted, there are

significant questions regarding the Osmon et aI. (1979)

investigation, there are good reasons to suspect that the

LNNB and the HRNTB are capable of lateralizing brain damage

with approximately the same degree of Success. For example,
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Golden, Kanen SweeL, Moses, Cardellino, Templeton, Vincenteo

and Graber (1981) have demonstrated that a high degree of

shared variance exists between the two batteries. Using a

muttiple correlation procedure, it vras found that the 14

LNNB summary scales were highly correlated with each of 14

HRNTB variables ICategory Test; Tactile Performance Test

Time, Memory, and Location; Rhythm Test; Speech Sounds

Perception Testi Trail Making Test - À and B; Aphasia

Screening Test; Sensory-Perceptual Test; Finger Tapping Test

Dominant and Non-Dominant, Wechsler Àdult Intelligence

Scale (werS) verbal IQ; and wAIS Performance r0; for a

description of these tests see Reitan & Davison , 19741 "

lfhen each of the HRNTB variables vras used as a dependent

measure with the LNNB summary scales aS predictors, the

multiple correlations ranged from .71 (dependent measure'

Finger Tapping Dominant) to .96 (dependent measure, WÀIS-R

performance IQ), with a mean multiple correlation of .85.

When each of the LNNB summary scales vfas used as a dependent

measure with the HRNTB variables as the predictors, the

multiple correlations ranged from .77 (dependent measure'

LNNB Rhythm) to .94 (dependent measure, Visual), with a mean

multiple correlation of .86. Although a canonical analysis

(xerlinger & Pedhazur, 1973) would have been a more

appropriate technique to use with these data, the high

degree of shared variance (approximately 73e") between the

LNNB and the HRNTB suggests that the two batteries overlap

considerably in the basic set of skills they each assess
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be equally suited in lateralizing brain

Further, 'head to head' comparisons diagnosing the

presence of brain damage have demonstrated the essential

equality of the two batteries in discriminating between the

same groups of control and neurological subjects. Use of a

discriminant analysis on the 14 LNNB summary scales was able

to achieve a hit rate of 87eo in the neurological group

(q2/48) and a hit rate of 88eo in the control group (53/60),

while a discriminant analysis on the 14 HRNTB variables

achieved a 90e" hit rate in the neurological group (43/48)

and a 84e" hit rate in the control group (50/60) (Golden,

Kane, êt â1., 1981). Comparable hit rates for the two

batteries in detecting the presence of brain damage (each

approximately 8Oe") were afso obtained in a bIind, expert,

clinical interpretation of protocols from a mixed

psychiatric and brain-damaged sample (rcane, sweet, Golden,

Parsons, & Moses, 1981).

For the clinician who is interested in the use of a

standardized battery approach to neuropsychological

assessment and is confronLed by a choice between the LNNB

and the HRNTB¡ âD important consideration, over and above

Lhe comparative effectiveness of the batteries in reflecting

brain-behavior relationships (".g., lateralizing brain

damage), is the time required for the administration of the

tests. While the test manual (Go1den, Hammeke, & Purisch,
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1980) and the promotional material (Western Psychological

Services , 1984) state that the LNNB can be administered in

1"5 2,5 hours, a considerably shorter period of time than

for HRNTB administration (between 5 - I hours, 8o11, 1981),

there are no data demonstrating that this is so. Although

Golden's research publications (..g., Go}den, Hammeke, 6,

purisch, 1978; Hammeke, Go}den, & Purisch, 1978) state that

the battery is completed in approximately 2 hours, more

recent reports from Golden's }aboratory (Moses, Golden,

Berger, & Wisniewski, 1981 ) and elsewhere (t"taIIoy & Webster,

1981) suggest that the battery's administration may take

considerably Ionger. 9lhile MaIloy and Webster (1981 )

indicated that administration time was dependent upon the

subject's level of impairment and vras completed within 4

hours, Moses et al. (1981) state that "the time of testing

varied from between 2 hours in the more intact patients to

over 5 hours in the more severely impaired patients" (p.96).

Since the demand for neuropsychological- assessment

clearly exceeds the current available resources (i.e.,

qualified clinical neuropsychologists and trained test

administration technicians) (Craig' 1979i Golden & Kuperman'

I98O; Hartlage & Telzrow, 1980; Meier, 1981¡ Noonberg &

Page , 1982), the introduction of a new standardized

neuropsychological battery (f.¡¡¡lg) ttrat is purported to

perform egually weII in a much shorter time frame than the

major battery in current use (Hn¡lfg) is very favorably
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received" Thus, the major purpose of the current

investigation is to examine the comparative diagnostic

effectiveness of the LNNB and the HRNTB in lateralizing

brain damage using discriminant analysis classification

procedures and to provide a comparison of their respective

administration times,

Oþiec,tive CIinicaI Rules

Golden and his colleagues have developed a series of

objective rules which, when applied to LNNB protocols, are

aimed t.oward aiding the clinical neuropsychologist in his or

her decision-making regarding questions of the presence'

Iateralization, and localization of cerebral lesions. White

the present investigation examined the clinical rules for

detecting the presence and lateral-ization of brain damage,

its scope did not include examining the utility of the rules

for localizing brain damage. The later were examined only

in so far as they related to the lateralízaLion question.

Detectin o the Presence of Brain Damaqe

Golden, Moses, Graber, and Berg (1981) found that

normal subjects rarely perform at a level 1 0 T score points

above (high scores indicate impairment) that which may be

predicted from a knowledge of the subjects' age and

education (a 'critical level') on any of the LNNB summary

scales. Based on this, they developed a rule such that the
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presence of brain damage is inferred if two or more summary

scale f score is above the critical leve1 (see Appendix 1

for a more complete discussion on the derivation of this

rule)" If the Arithmetic or Writing scales are above the

critical level, a subject is not considered to be brain

damaged unless t,hree or more, scales are above the critical

Ievel.

Àpplication of this rule to derivation samples and to

cross-validation samples resulted in hit rates of 91e" and

84eot respectively (Colden, Moses, Graber, & Berg, 1981). A

similar high hit rate (86e") using the criticaf level

procedure has been reported by Golden, Moses, Fisburne,

Engum, Lewis, 9Íisniewski, ConIey, Berg, & Graber (1982).

Independent cross-validation of the procedure carried out by

Ma1Ioy and Webster (1981) again demonstrated the high degree

of accuracy (78e") ttrat may be achieved in detecting the

presence of brain damage.

Lateralizinq Brain Damage

Although the LNNB has two summary scales (f,ett

Hemisphere and Right Hemisphere scales) thought to be

reflective of the integrity of the cerebral hemispheres,

McKay and Golden (1979a, 1979b) have empirically derived

additional LNNB scales that are considered to be highly

effective in lateralizíng brain damage. The alternate sets

of items designed specifically for lateralizing brain damage
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!.¡ere derived by sbatistically comparing the performance of a

group of normal subjects with groups of lateralJ.y damaged

subjects on each of the 269 items of the battery and

retaining those items for the new scales on which

performance of the lateralized groups differed from the

normal subjects (uct<ay & Golden, 1979b¡ see Appendix 1, for

a discussion of this derivation procedure). The empirically

derived Right- and teft Hemisphere scales, designated R* and

L* respectively (Golden, Moses, Fishburne' et a1., 1981)'

were found to discriminate right-hemisphere subjects from

left-hemisphere subjects with 100e" accuracy in the

derivation samples by simply using the arithmetic sign that

results f rom the RfÉ score minus Lrr score operation (l{cfay &

Golden , 1979b). McKay and Golden (1979b) also report that

the R* L* difference score was able to yield a 87e" hit

rate in the application of the sign rule to cross-validation

samples of right- and Ieft-hemisphere-damaged subjects.

McKay and Golden (1979a) have empirically derived

additional LNNB scales to localize brain damage using a

procedure similar to that employed in the empirical

derivation of the lateralization scales (Uct<ay & Golden,

1979b\. The performance of neurologically normal subjects

was compared, on each of the 269 LNNB items, to the

performance of each of eight groups of subjects with

localized brain damage (tett and right frontal,

sensorimotor, parietal-oeeipital, and temporal). The eight
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scales were derived such that each scale (named after its

corresponding group) consisted of items that were found to

statistically discriminate a parLicular Iocally brain-

damaged group from the normal group with as little item

overlap across scales as possible. Use of a rule such that

the highest score from the eight localization scales

suggests the cerebral localization of brain damage, McKay

and Go1den (1979a) were able to achieve an 89e" hit rate in

their derivation, neurologically impaired, sample. McKay

and Go1den (1979a) ao not report a cross-validation of this

localization rule.

There are significant problems with the derivation of

the l-ateralization and localization scales and, hence, with

their associated clinical rules. For example, the very

small size of the brain-damaged samples used (mean sample

size = 6.6, McKay & Golden,1979a¡ mean sample size = 14.5,

McKay & Go1den 1979b) is compounded by the extravagant use

of sequential t.-tests (2152, McKay & Golden, 1979a ; 538,

McKay & Golden, 1979b) without correction for the consequent

inflation of the Type 1 error rate. Tt is hence Surprising

that a cross-validation of the lateralization and

localization objective clinical rules carried out by Golden'

Moses, Fishburne' et aI. (1981) was so successful in

replicating the high hit rates of the derivation studies.

The application of the R* L* difference clinícal rule

yielded a 71eo hit rate for right-hemisphere-damaged subjects
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and an 84eo hit rate for left-hemisphere-damaged subjects,

for an overall hit rate of 78eo. The highest score on the

localizatíon scales vras ab¡Ie to correctly localize 75e" of

the brain-damaged subjects, wit'h accuracy for the right-

hemisphere-localized lesions (66e") Iess than the accuracy

for the left-hemisphere-Iocalized lesions (81e.). Of

particular interest to the present invest.igation is the

f inding that t.he use of the highest score on the

localization scales rule to lateralize subjects resulted in

higher levels of discrimination than that found using Rtr

L't difference rule (right-hemisphere-damaged subjects, 95e"i

left-hemisphere-damaged subjects | 94eo) .

Although the data presented by Golden, Moses, Graber

and Berg (1981), Go1den, Moses, Fishburne et al. (1981)'

MaIloy and webster (1981), and McKay and Gotden (1979a,

1979b) appear impressive in indicating the potential of the

LNNB to detect, Iateralize, and Iocalize cerebral lesions,

the methodological and statistical problems (e.9. sma11

samples and mu1tiple, uncorrected t-tests) with the data

base (see also Àppendix 1), suggest a great need for

independent research to cross-validate the basic data before

unequivocal statements may be made concerning the efficacy

of the objective clinical rules in making diagnostic

decisions.

In summaryt

to replicate the

of this project vras to attemPt

of statistical classif icatorY

the purpose

high degree
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accuracy reported by Osmon et aI. (1979) in lateralizing

brain damage with the LNNB and to provide a test of the

comparative diagnostic efficiency of the LNNB and the HRNTB

in determining the laterality of brain damage. Of interest

here as well $ras a comparison of the LNNB and HRNTB in terms

of their respective administration Limes. An ancillary goal

of this investigation vtas to provide a cross-validation of

the objective clinical rules developed by Golden and his

t.eam to determine the presence of brain damage (critical

level proceedure) and the laterality of lesion focus (n*

L*r highest score on the localization scales)"

To achieve these ends, a discriminant analysis

classification procedure was applied individually to the

LNNB data, and to the HRNTB data, generated by the timed

admínistration of these batteries to a predominantly left-

hemisphere-damaged sample and to a predominantly right-

hemisphere-damaged sample. Subjects vrere assigned to the

críterion groups based on the laterality of brain damage as

documented on independent neurological grounds. Hít rates

derived from the application of the classification procedure

to the LNNB data and the HRNTB data vrere then compared for

the examination of the comparaLive effectiveness of the

batteries in lateralizing brain damage.

The cross-validation of the objective clinical rules

vras be accomplished by 'running the ruLes' on the laterally

braín-damaged samples and comparing the consequent hit rates

with those reported in the literature.
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Method

Subiec-Es

Subjects for this investígation v¡ere 30 predominantly

left- or ríght-hemisphere-damaged patients (15 in each

group) who were referred to the Neuropsychology Service at

the Rehabilitation Hospital, Health Sciences Center, in

Winnipeg, Manitoba, for neuropsychological assessment" AtI

patients referred for neuropsychological assessment vtere

potentially in the subject pool with the selection of usable

subjects being dependent upon neurological evidence of

predominantly right- or Ieft-hemisphere damage. This

decision and consequent assignment to criterion groups waS

made by a qualified neurologist following a review of data

from alI refevant clinical neurological investigations

performed on each subject as dictated by clinical medical

need and included one or more of the following tests:

clinical neurological exam, skuIl x-rays, EEG, êñ9iogram,

CAT scan, and surgery. ÀI1 of these procedures v¡ere

performed independently of the administration of the LNNB

and HRNTB. The Ieft-hemisphere-damaged group vras composed of

11 subjects with closed head injury and 4 with

cerebrovascular accidents. This distribution of central

nervous system damage did not differ (chi sguare (2,N = 30)

= 1.874, p>.30) from the right-hemisphere-damaged group

which was made up of I closed head injured subjects, 6 with

cerebrovascular accidents, and one who had had a tumor

exc i sed.
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As Table 1 indicates, the right- and left-hemishere-

damaged groups r¡ere found not to differ in terms of â9e,

education, and chronicity (time since onset of deficits)"

The groups did not differ in their breakdown of sex of

subject, handedness, or whether they were inpatients or

outpatients when they were referred for neuropsychological

assessment (see Table Ð. The groups also did not differ on

overall measures of severity of neuropsychological

dysfunction as assessed by what are typically used as

indicators of severity (..g., rmpairment Index, Reitan &

Davison, 1974; Àverage Impairment Rating, RusseII,

Neuringer, & Goldstein, 1970, see TabIe 5; Pathognomonic

Scale, Go1den, Hammeke, & Puri"th, 1980' see Table 41.

subjects were assessed by the LNNB and the HRNTB while

on the medications they were currently prescribed as there

is no evidence that medications that have psychoacLive

properties differentially effect the performance of

Iaterally brain-damaged subjects on neuropsychological tests

(see DodriIl, 1981¡ and Heaton & Crowley, 1981, for reviews

of the neuropsychological consequences of psychoactive

medication). At the time of their assessments, 6 subjects

were known to be taking medication with psychoactive

properties (Ieft-hemisphere-damaged group - 3 subjects

taking anticonvulsants; right-hemisphere-damaged group - 2

subjects taking anticonvulsants, 1 subject Èaking a minor

tranquillizer). Of them, Do subject was taking medication at
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TABLE 1

Education, Chronicity, and Time Between Tests

Group

Var íable Lef t Right

Àge (years)

Education (years)

Chronicity (months)

Time Between
Tests (days)

Mean (so)

37.60 (12.99)

12.67 ( 2.3s)

1 6.53 (21 .45)

Mean ( sP)

42 "60 ( 18.49 )

11.00 ( 2"36)

17.67 (54"90)

r(2q)

-0.86

1 .94

-0.07

9.27 ( 9.53] 7,20 (10.25) o.60

Note. ÀI1 t-tests are two-tailed. Left = Left-Hemisphere
oarnaged; Rlght = Right-Hemisphere-Damaged.

*p<.05.
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TABLE 2

Sex, Handedness, Patient Status, and Test Administered First

Group

Var iable Left Right Chi-square ( 1 ,N=30 )

Sex (# of males)

Handedness (# of
right-handers)

Patient Status
(# of inpatients)

Test Used First
(# with LNNB first)

14

14

11

15

0"96

0.90

0 .'14

0.00

6

2

5

2

Note. Left = Left-Hemisphere-Damaged-nfitrt -Hem i sphe r e -Dama ged .

*p<. 05.
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oF ¡ where medicat ion vtas

cognitive function" More

the subjects is available

Procedure

AlI patients were administered the full LNNB (269

items) according to the instructions outlined in the currenL

test manual (Go1den, Hammeke, 6. Purisch, 1980) and what is

cônsidered to be the full HRNTB using current conventions

regarding administration (noI1, 1981; Reitan c oavison,

1974; RusseII, Neuringer, & Goldstein, 1970). The items of

the LNNB are divided into 1 1 basic scales of unequal length

(t"¡otor Functions, Rhythm, Tactile Functions, Visual

Functions, Receptive Speech' Expressive Speech, Writing,

Reading, Arithmetic, Memory, and Intellectual Processes) and

three additional basic scales which are formed by a

recombination of some of the items (r,ett- and Right

Hemisphere scales and the Pathognomonic scale, see Golden,

Hammake, & Purisch, 1980; and Appendix 1). The R* and L*

scales and the eight localization scales, Right Frontal

(nr), Right Sensorimotor (nsu), Right remporal (nr), Right

Parietal-occipital (npO), Left Frontal (rr), Left

Sensiomotor (rSu), Left. Temporal (lr) and Left Parietal-

occipital (r,po), are formed in a similar manner by

recombining the items that were found to discriminate the
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relevant IateraIly or locaIIy brain-damaged groups from

normals (ltct<ay & Go]den, 1979a, 1979b; see Appendix 1, for a

díscussion). The HRNTB consisted of the following tests;

Category Test, Tactile Performance Test, Speech Sounds

Perception Test, Rhythm Test, Finger Tapping Test, TraiI

Making Test, Grip Strength Test, Aphasia Screening Test,

Sensory-Perceptual Test and the WAIS-R (nott, 1981; Reitan &

Davison, 1974i Russell, Neuringer, & Goldstein, 1970) 
"

Both batteries were administered by trained

neuropsychological assessment technicians and there vtas no

difference between groups in terms of the length of time

between administrations of each battery (see lable 1).

Although it would have been desirable to counterbalance the

order of administration of the batteries, this goal was not

possible due to the demands of clinical practise where the

HRNTB vras the primary instrument in clinical use. The groups

did not, however, differ in terms of which battery was

administered first (see Table 2) and there has been no

report of order effects following the counterbalanced

administration of both baLteries (Coldstein & SheIly, 1984).

Analysi s

LNNB AccW. Lateralizin o Brain Damaqe.

The

assessed

ability
by the

of the LNNB to lateralize brain damage vras

discrimínant analysis classif icationuse of
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procedures (Fletcher, et aI", 1978; Huberty, 1975; Tatsuoka,

1g71, 1974) using initiallyr âs did osmon et al. (1979), the

f scores (see Appendix 1) for the 14 summary scales as the

dependent measures and the neurologically determined

lateralization of brain damage as the independent variable.

Discriminant analysis is a procedure that achieves maximal

statistical seperation between groups by forming composite

variables based upon the weighted linear combination of

individual dependent measures. The DISCRIMINANT subprogram

of the sPSSx (spSS rnc., 1983) was employed with, âs the

first step, aII 14 dependent measures being included in the

resultant discriminant function. WhiIe this full model

analysis classification procedure (cf., Lachin & Schachter,

1974) is an analogue of the procedure utilized by Osmon et

aI. (1979), and thus represents a replication of their

analytic technique, statistical problems inherent in such

analyses with low subject to variable ratios are present.

Although a significant full model multivariate analysis

would indicate true separation between the left- and right-

hemisphere-damaged groups (such was not reported by Osmon et

aI., 1979), the analysis would not take into account the

possibility that many of the 14 entered variables do not add

siqnif icantly to the group separation, and thus may

adventitiously take advantage of random variation in the

samples (Fletcher, et âI., 1978; Àppendix 1).
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In an effort to deal with this, the 14 summary scales

were then entered into a step-wise discriminant analysis

procedure (SpSSX) with variables being retained for the

final, reduced model, solution if they met the following

statistical criteria: probability of f-to-enter <.05, and

probability of f-to-remove <.05. Simply' variables were

added to, or removed from, the discriminant function íf, in

combination with variables already in the equation at any

given step, their unisue variance provided group separation

according to a specified statistical criterion (here,

p<.05). WhiIe this strategy prevents dependent variables

being added to t.he discriminant analysis that do not add

significantly to the group separation, it affords a

conservative estimate of the battery's discriminatory povrer.

Thus, the results from both the fult model analysis and the

reduced model analysis serve to bracket the discriminatory

ability of the battery in the sense that a liberal and a

morej conservative estimate has been provided. Since the

teft- and right-hemisphere groups were of equal size, a

prior probability of .5 was used for the classifications"

The 2 (neurologically lateralized) X 2 (INNB

Iateralized) classification matrix for both the full and

reduced models was then analyzed by the kappa statistic
(Cohen, 1960i FIeiss, Cohen, & Everitt, 1969) to determine

the amount of non-chance concordance between the two methods

of elassification, with a one-tailed proporiional chance
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criterion test (Huberty, 1984) being used to determine

whether the observed classification accuracy vras

significantly greater than what would be expected by chance.

Comparat ive Ef fect veness of the LNNB and HRNTB.

To effect the comparison of the ability of the LNNB and

the HRNTB to lateralize brain damage, two sets of

discriminant function classification procedures v¡ere

employed using the neurologically documented lateralization

of brain damage as the independent variable; one set on the

LNNB summary scales (carried out above) and'one set on HRNTB

measures (see Table 3).

The discriminant analysis classification procedure on

the 14 HRNTB variables yras carried out exactly as was the

procedure for the LNNB variables. The DISCRIMINANT

subprogram was again be used with aII 14 dependent measures

being included in the resultant discriminant function for

the fult model analysis. As before, to provide a more

conservative estimate of the battery's discriminative power'

the i4 HRNTB variables were entered into a stepwise

discriminant analysis procedure with those retained if they

met a probability of F-to-enter <.05, and a probability of

f-to-remove <.05 (reduced model solution). This ensured

that variables that entered the discriminant function did

add signifícantly to the discrimination between groups and

were not taking advantage of chance variation. A prior
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TABLE 3

LNNB and HRNTB Dependent Variables

LNNB Var iables HRNTB Variables

Motor Functions

Rhythm

Tactile Functions

Visual Functions

Receptive Speech

Expressive Speech

Writing

Reading

ar i thmet ic

Memory

Intellectual Process

Pathognomon ic

Left Hemisphere

Right Hemisphere

Category Test

Tactile Performance Test (nH-f,H)

Tactile Perf ormance Test-Memory

Tactile Performance Test-Location

Finger Tapping Test (nH-i,H)

Trail Making Test-A

Trail Making Test-B

Grip Strength Test (nH-r,H)

WAIS-R Verbal IQ

WÀIS-R Performance IQ

Aphasia Screening Test

Sensory-Perceptual Test (nigtrt-feft)

Speech Sounds Perception Test

Seashore Rhythm Test

Note. RH right hand, LH left hand.
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probability of .5 was used for classification for both the

futl and reduced model analyses. The kappa statistic vras

used to analyze the 2 (neurologicalty lateralized) x 2

(HnNrg lateralized) classification matrix to assess the

amount of the agreement between the two classificaLion

methods and a proportional chance criterion (one-tailed) was

used to determine whether the classification accuracy

obtained was significantly greater than chance rates.

The hit rates obtained by the LNNB and the HRNTB were

then compared using a chi-square goodness-of-fit test
(Siegal, 1956; Hays, 1973) to examine the comparative

accuracy of the batteries in lateralizing brain damage.

Times for administration for each battery were examined with

t-Lests.

Obiective CIinicaI RuIes.

1 Critical Level Procedure. To determine if a subject

was brain-damaged using the critical IeveI procedure

(Golden, Moses, Graber, & Berg, 1 981 ) , each subject's

critical level was determined by the following

formula:

Critical Level= 68.8 + "214 (age

(education in years).

years)1n

As outlined in Golden, Moses, Fishburne, et

(1981), postsecondary edueaLion is credited

1 .47

aI.
by the
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number of years of education with 16 years for a

bachelor's degree or equivalent, 18 years for a

master's or equivalent, and 20 years for a Ph.D. or

equivalent, Once the critical leve1 is est'ablished,

t,he number of elevated ! scores on the summary scales

is determined (excluding Left- and Right Hemisphere

summary scales). Tero or 1 summary scale ! scores

above the critical level represents normal

performance and 3 or more summary scale T scores

above the critical level is indicative of brain

damage. A score of 2 is considered borderline: if

either of the elevated summary scafes is Writing or

Arithmetic, the subject is considered normali

otherwise the subject is considered to be brain

damaged (Golden, Moses, Fishburne' et â1., 1981 ).

2. Latera lizino Brain Damaqe. Lateralizíng brain damage

by use of the R* L* difference involves calculating

the T score difference between the R* and L* scales

(t'tct<ay 6. Golden , 1979b) and then classi f ying the

subject right-hemisphere damaged if the difference is

positive (R* higher) or left-hemisphere damaged if

the dif f erence is negative (r,* higher). The

lateralization of subjects using the eight

localization scales involves determining the T scores

for each of the localization scales (t'tcttay & Golden,

1979a) and classifying subjects as Ieft- or right-

hemisphere damaged based on the lateralization
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indicated by the highest ! score' For example, if

the highest localization ! score for a particular

subject vras on the RF scale, this subject would be

classified as being right-hemisphere damaged.

Results

The data for this investigation are reported by

presenting analyses on the LNNB initially and then, in a

similar format, the data for the HRNTB are presented before

the batteries are compared as to their effectiveness in

Iateralizing brain damage. FoIlowing this, the objective

clinical rules are evaluated.

LNNB Accuracy Lateralizinq Brain Damase

Futl Model Analysis. when all 14 summary scales were

submitted to multivariate analysis of variance for a ful1

model test of significance (cf., Lachin & Schachter, 1974),

the Ieft- and right-hemisphere-damaged groups were found to

be signif icant,ly dif f erent (WiIks' Lambda = .293, equivalent

Multivariate F(14,-15) = 2.585, p< .04). Univariate t-tests

carried out on the 14 summary scales revealed significant

differences on only 2 scales, the Left and Right Hemisphere

Scales. The means and standard deviations for the summary

scales are presented in Table 4.
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TABLE 4

Means and Standard Deviations for the LNNB Summary Scales

Group

Var iable Left Hemisphere

Mean (so)

Right Hemisphere

Mean (sn) r(28)

Motor

Rhythm

Tactile
Vi sual

Recept ive

Expressive

writing
Readi ng

Ar i thmet ic

Memory

IntellectuaI
Pathognomon ic

Left Hemisphere

Right Hemisphere

59"80

53.60

54.87

57 .67

s8.13

s8.00

63.40

60 .67

65.07

61 . s3

s6.00

60.73

68.13

s1 .13

(22.05')

( 20.68 )

( 13.61 )

(1s.72)

(24.s7 )

(27.78)

(18.73)

(20.28)

(32 .61 )

( 1 s.30 )

(1e "7 6)

(23.02)

(2e.22)

(13.11)

60.33

56.87

s9.60

56.80

51 .00

54.20

57 .93

53.33

59.00

57 .33

59.33

56.33

50.93

7 4.93

(22.12)

(21 .51)

(14.ee)

(13.45)

(11 .2e)

(10.14)

( 12. 83 )

(13.73)

( 18.5e )

( 10.40 )

(14.20)

(13.36)

(10.45)

( 33.43 )

-0.07

-0 .42

-0.91

0. 16

1 .02

0 .46

0.93

1.16

0.63

0.88

-0.53

a .64

2.15,,,

-2 .57 x

*p<.05.
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À discriminant analysis classification procedure using

the resultant classification functions v¡as able to correct,Iy

classify 14 of 15 left-hemisphere-damaged subjects (93e") and

15 of 15 right-hemisphere-damaged subjects (100e"), for an

overall hit rate of 96.7e", The hit rates for each group were

significantly greater than chance expectation (left group, a

= 3.11, p<.001, and right group, v= 3.62, P<.001). The

overall hit rate corresponded to a Kappa of .93 indicating a

significant ( z = 5.11, p<.0001) improvement in

classification accuracy over chance.

Reduced Model. Application of the reduced model

procedure (probability of f-to-enter and to-remove<.05)

yielded a 2-variable solution with the Right Hemisphere

scale entering at step 1, and the Left Hemisphere scale

entering at step 2. No other variable was found to

contribute significantly to the discrimination and thus,

variables that were forced to enter past this using the full

model solution vrere exploiting random variation. with this

2-variable solution the right- and left-hemisphere-damaged

groups were significantly different (wiIks' Lambda = .591,

equivalent Multivariat.e F(2,27) = 9.35, p<.0008). A

classification procedure based on the resultant 2-variable

solution was able to correctly classify 13 of 15 left-

hemisphere-damaged subjects (86.7v", ? = 2.59, p<.005) ' and

10 of 15 right-hemisphere-damaged subjects (66.7e", ? = 1.04,

p>.05). As indicated, while the hit rate for left-
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hemisphere-damaged subjects was signif icantly greater t'han

chance, the hit. rate for right-hemisphere-damaged subjecLs

did not exceed chance expectation.The combined hit rate of

76.7 (ttappa =,53) represents classification accuracy at a

Ievel significantly greater than the chance level ( z* =

2.g21 , p<.002 ) " This 2-variable solution vras also obtained

when the probability of E-to-enter <.10, and the probability

of F-to-remove <.10"

Comparative Effectiveness of the LNNB and HRNIE in
Lateralizinq Brain Damaqe

As an initial step in examining the comparative

effectiveness of t.he batteries in lateralizing brain

a similar series of analyses were conducted on HRNTB

were conducted on the LNNB summary scales.

damage,

data as

FuIl Model Analvsis. with aII 14 HRNTB variabl-es

entered in a full model test of significance, the left- and

right-hemisphere-damaged groups were found to be

significantly different (WitXs' Lambda = .2829, eguivalent

Multivariate F(14,15) = 2.716, P<.0322). As indicated in

TabIe 5, univariaLe t-tests revealed significant differences

between the 2 groups on the Tactile Performance Test-Time

per B1ock, Tactile Performance Test-Location, Finger

Tapping, Sensory-Perceptual Examination, and in terms of

Grip Strength.
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TABLE 5

Means and Standard Deviations for the HRNTB Variables

Group

Varible Left

Mean (so)

Ri qht

Mean (so)

r(28)

VIAIS-R Verbal IQ

WATS-R PIQ

Category Test

TPT ( NH-T,H )

TPT Memory

lPT Location

Rhythm

Speech

Finger Tap (nu-rH)

TraiIs A

TraiIs B

Aphasia

Sensory (nH-rH)

Grip (nu-lH)

Impairment Index

Average Impairment
Rat ing

91

88

50

204

6

3

6

11

-11

75

229

13

I

-11

.33

.33

.87

.23

.53

.73

.47

.53

.20

.40

.40

.60

.93

.87

( 16.11)

( 12.83 )

( 2s.79)

(240 "12)
( 1.41)

( 2.40)

( 4.52')

( 11.67)

( 18.e8)

( 4e.s5)

(216 .7 0)

( 1s.26)

( 16.6e)

( 20.07 )

91

81

57

-114

5

1

I
11

23

97

234

7

-14

10

( 11.13)

( 11.14)

( 27.31)

(206 " 46)

( 2.17)

( 1.51)

( 4.63 )

( 10.70 )

( 20.ss)

(144.91)

(17 9 .94)

( 6.50)

( 17.21)

( 21 .43)

05

63

60

90**

70

0 9'k

40

10

83**

57

07

48

84*x

98*

.60

.20

.00

.53

.40

.47

.80

.93

.67

.93

.67

.27

.87

.73

-0.
1.

-0.
3.

1.

a

-1.

-0.

-¿"

-0.

-0,
1.

3.

-2.

0.s5 ( 0.27) 0.67 ( 0.25) -1 .26

i.p<.01. **p<.001.

2.14 ( 0.84) 2.39 ( 0.89) -0.81
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The classification procedure based on the discriminant

analysis classification functions waS able to correctly

classify 13 of 15 Ieft-hemisphere-damaged subjects (86.7>", V

=2.59, p<.005), and 14 of 15 right-hemisphere-damaged

subjects (93e", V= 3.11 ,P<.001). The overall hit rate of

9Oeo represents a Kappa of .80, and this classif ication

function is significantly more accurate than a chance

classification ( z = 4.38, P <.0001).

Reduced Mode1 Analvsis. Similar to the LNNB dat'a set'

apptication of the reduced model procedure resulted in a

Z-variable solution obtaining with Finger Tapping (right

hand left hand) entering at step 1 and the Location score

from the Tactile Performahce Test at step 2. With this

2-variable solution, the right- and left-hemisphere-damaged

groups were significantly different (witxs' Lambda = .4332,

equivalent Mult,ivariate F(2,27) = 17.66, p<.0001) and

application of the discriminant analysis classification

procedure yielded correct classification of 12 of 15 left-

hemisphere-damaged subjects (80e", V = 2,07, P<.02r, and 13

of 15 right-hemisphere-damaged subjects (86,1 , V = 2.59,

p<.005),f or an overall hit rate of 83.3eo (ttappa = .67) - This

rate of classification accuracy is significantly greater

than that expected by chance ( z = 3.651, Þ <.0002).

Compa ative Ef fect iveness. Using rates of

classi f icat ion

full model (1q

based on the discriminant functions from the

variable) analyses, the LNNB and t,he HRNTB
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were found not to differ (chi sguare (1, N = 30) = "138,

p>.50) in their classification of left-hemisphere subjects

(r,HHg, 1+/15¡ HRNTB , 13/15) and right-hemisphere subjects

(r,HNg, 1s/1s¡ HRNTB, 14/15). Also¡ Do dif ferences vtere

observed (chi square(1, N = 30) = ,823, p>.30) between the

two batteries in their ability to lateralize brain damage

when stringent statistical criteria were used such that only

variables that significantly contributed to the group

separation were retained in the solution (i.e., reduced

model). The 2-variable solution for both batteries yielded

no difference in the classification of left-hemisphere

subjects (r,HHg , 13/15¡ HRNTB , 12/15) , and in the

classif ication of right.-hemisphere subjects (r¡¡Hg, 1O/15ì

HRNTB, 13/15).

As is shown in Table 6, despite the no differences in

accuracy classifying subjects as right- or left-hemisphere-

damaged, the LNNB was found to take less than half the time

to administer as compared to the HRNTB, and this holds for

test administration to both left- and right -hemisphere

groups. While administration time for the LNNB did not

differ for both groups (see Tab1e 6 for means and standard

deviations, t(28) = .36, p>.50), the HRNTB required

significantly more administration time f.or the Ieft-

hemisphere group than for the right-hemispere group (t(28) =

2.33, p<. 03 ) .
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TABLE 6

Àdministration Times for the LNNB and HRNTB

Administration Time

in Minutes

Group LNNB

Mean (so)

HRNTB

Mean (so)

r(14)

Left-Hemisphere

Right-Hemi sphere

1 64 .40

1s9.00

(47.02)

(3s"32)

433.00

332 .40

( 1 s7.89 )

( 54.39)

7 .36r,

12 " 10*

combined Groups 161 .70 (40.95) ee2.70 (126.81) 10.43'k

Note. All t-tests reported are correlated sample tests.
t-test for the combined groups had df = 29

*p<.001 .

The
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Obieetive Clinical Rules.

1 Critical Level Procedure. Use of the critical level

procedure, as outlined in the Procedure Section, to

determine if a subject was brain-damaged resulted in

the overall correct classification of 20 of 30

subjects (67e") with an equal number being correctly

classified in each IateralIy damaged group (10/15) 
"

Three subjects in the left-hemisphere group, and 2

subjects in the right-hemisphere group had no LNNB

summary scale !-scores above the critical leve1.

2. Latera Iizino Brain Damase. Lateralizing brain damage

by using the arithmetical difference between the !-
scores on the R* and Lrr scales (R"' L*) resulted in

the correct lateralization of 11 of 15 (73.3e", V =

1.81, p<.04) right-hemisphere-damaged subjects and 13

of 15 (86,7eo, ? = 2.59, P<.005) Ieft-hemisphere-

damaged subjects, for a combined hit rate of 80eo

(ttappa = .60 ) . This observed hit rate was

significantly greater than expected by chance ( z =

3.29, p <.001). Use of the localization scale with

the highest !-score to indicate lateralization

resulted in correct classification in 12 of 15 (80e",

V = 2.59, P<.005) of the right-hemisphere group and

11 of 15 (73>", V = 1.81, p<.04) of the lef t-

hemisphere group. The combined hit rate of 76.7eo

(xappa = .53) was found to be significantly higher
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than chance expectation ( z = 2.92, P <.002). The

classification accuracy for the use of the Rtr L*

rule did not differ from the hit rate obtained using

the highest localization scale Lo lateralize (chi

square (1, N = 30) = .265, P>'50). when the rules for

Iateralizing brain damage were applied only to those

subjects who were correctly classified as brain

damaged, the R* Lìt dif f erence was able to

lateralize 85eo of the identified brain-damaged

subjects (Ieft-hemisphere 9roup, 1O/10¡ right-

hemisphere group, 7/10), and the highest localization

scale was able to lateralize 80e" of the identified

brain-damaged subjects (teft-hemisphere and right-

hemisphere groups both with 8/10). Both of these

classification hit rates differ significantly from

chance expectation(R* L* rule, Kappa = .70, V =

3.1 3, p<.001 ; highest-IocaI ízalion-scaIe ruIe, Kappa

= .60, z = 2.68, P<.02).

Di scuss

OveraII, this investigation has provided an independent

replication of the ability of the LNNB to l-ateralize brain

damage in terms of finding significant differences between

right- and Ieft-hemisphere-damaged subjects, and in terms of

being able to correctly classify subjects as to the

hemisphere of lesion at rates greater than chance using
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discriminant analysis classif ication procedures. The LNNB

was able to achieve overall hit rates comparable to the

HRNTB in lateralizing brain damage using the discriminant

analysis and this was achieved in approximately one half the

time it was found to take to administer the HRNTB" Despite

these generally positive findings, application of the set of

clinical rules that have been offered to diagnose the

presence of brain damage, and to lateralize it, yielded hit

rates below those reported by Golden and his associates;

this points to the potentially limited utility such rules

may have in clinical practice'

LNNB Accuracy Lateralizing BraÍn Damaqe

Following the demonstration that the left- and right-

hemisphere-damaged groups did not differ on important

demographic variables known to influence neuropsychological

function (Parsons & Prigatano, 1978) or on overall indices

of severity of neuropsychological impairment, this study has

provided a cross-validation of the ability of the LNNB to

Iateral-íze cerebral dysfunction. The Osmon et aI. (1979)

report of 98eo classification accuracy in placing subjects in

either left- (20/20), right- (20/20), or diffuse-brain-

damage (19/20) groups while impressive, can not be

unquestioningly accepLed. The failure to report the

Multivariate F value to document statistically reliable

group differeneesn and the failure to establish that all
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variables entered into the discriminant equat'ion added

significant increments to discriminatory power has caused

concern and has pointed to the need for cross-validat,ion of

the original findings (Adams, 1980a; Appendix 1). The

present findi¡gs, however, provide a clearer assessment of

the battery's ability to lateralize brain damage.

Multivariate analyses do demonstrate that right- and Ieft.-

hemisphere-damaged subjects are signif icantly different on

the LNNB, and that application of classification functions

derived f rom the discriminant analyses can produce hit rat.es

that do differ from chance expectation.

Use of the full model analysis yielded an overall hit

rate (96.7>,) comparable to the hit rate ( 98e") reported by

Osmon et a]. (1979), but when this current full model hit

rate is compared to the reduced model hit rate, a 20e"

reduction is evident. Given that the reduced model is based

on only those LNNB summary scales that significantly add to

group separation, the observed 76.7e" tlit rate is felt to be

more representative of the power of the battery in

lateratizing brain damage. Based on the reduced model hit

rates, there is a suggestion that the LNNB is more effective

in determining Iesion location in left-hemisphere-damaged

subjects (13/15, 86.7e") than in right-hemisphere-damaged

subjects (10/15, 66.7sa). WhiIe this speculation will need to

be more thoroughly examined in large sample data sets, it is

consistant with the Lurian LheoreLical antecedants of the
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LNNB which focussed on the assessment of left-hemisphere

functioning (turia, 19g0, p. 587), statements made in the

LNNB administration guide regarding greater sensitivity to

teft-hemisphere lesions (GoIden, Hammeke, & Purisch, 1 980'

p. 56), and empirical work demonstrating the high verbal

Ioadíng on the items of the battery (see Appendix 1 ).

Comparat ive Effectiveness of the LNNB and HRNTB in
Lateral i z Brain Damaqe

Administration of the HRNTB resulted in a full model

multivariate significant difference between the left- and

right-hemisphere groups thereby attesting to the ability of

the battery to be sensitive to the lateralization of

cerebral damage. À fuIl model hit rate of 90e" based on the

discriminant analysis classif ication procedure compares

favorably with what have been fuI1 model analyses previously

reported in the Iiterature in differentiating Ieft- and

right-hemisphere-damaged subjects (..g., 95eo, Golden , 1977¡

8geo, Goldstein 6, SheIIey, 1973i 93e", Wheeler, Burke, &

Reitan , 1963, 88e", Wheeler & Reitan, 1963). The overall hit

rate of 83e" obtained using the reduced 2-variable model also

compared well with those reported in the literature.

The contemparaneous, 'head-to-head', comparison of. how

effective the LNNB and HRNTB are ín lateralizing cerebral

damage demonstrated the practical equivalence of the

batteries in making this diagnostie determinaLion. this held
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true for both the comparison based on the fuII model

analyses (r,NNg, 96.7eo¡ HRNTB, 90eo) and the comparison based

on the reduced model analyses (rNHs, 76.7eoi HRNTB, 83eo).

Thís is an important finding because, âs the LNNB test

developers (Golden, Hammeke, & Purisch, 1980) claim that the

battery can be as effective as the HRNTB, there has of yet

not been a published report demonstrating that the two

batteries do not differ in their ability to statistically

discriminate laterally brain-damaged subjects.

Thus, decisions regarding which battery (HnHfP vs LNNB)

to endorse for clinical practice will rest on considerations

other than on whether the batteries produce sufficient data

regarding brain-behavior relationships to statistically

diagnose the presence of brain damage (Golden, Kane, êt aI.,

1981), oF determine the side of predominant lesion (tf¡is

study). Although there are many dimensions along which any

psychometric device may be evaluated [..g., suitability for

providing data on referral question, ease of administration

and scoring, reliability, vatidity, etc., (see Stambrook,

1983, and more recently, Bryant, Maruish, Sawicki, & Golden,

1984; DeIis & Kaplan, 1983)l ' time for administration is an

important consideration given the demand for

neuropsychological services. Based on the present data'

overalI, the HRNTB (mean administration time, 383 min) does

take over 2 times longer to administer than the LNNB (mean

administration time , 162 min) which is eonsisLent with the
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claim for the LNNB made in the test manual (Golden, Hammeke,

& Purisch, 1980)" However, iL was evident that the claims

that the battery can be administered in "only" 1"5 to 2"5

hours (Co1den, Hammeke, & Purisch, 1980; Western

Psychological Services, 1984) are somewhat misleading in

that 50% of the current sample required more than 2"5 hours

of administration time.

The administration time for the LNNB was found to be

equivalent for subjects with left- and right-hemisphere-

damage while the HRNTB took significantly longer to give to

left-hemisphere-damaged subjects than those with right-

hemisphere damage. The reason for this is that since the

LNNB administration calls for adherance to specified time

limits for individual items (approximately 1/3 of aIl items

have specific time limits that range from 10-90 sec' and the

rest are discontinued if no response is initiated within 15

sec), the time for administration is more controlled than

with the HRNTB where no such limits are enforced. That is,

having individual item time reguirements serves to ensure

that the LNNB can be given in a relatively short time as

compared to the HRNTB and not be susceptible to such

influences âS, for example, the effects any form of aphasic

disturbance may have on the time it takes to administer

test s .

The severity of the aphasíc impairment, âs assessed by

the Aphasia Screening Test, was found Lo be related to the
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administration time for the HRNTB (r(28) = .65, p<.001) but

not for the LNNB (r(28) = "43, p>.001)" This suggests Lhat

there is a degree of flexibility in the HRNTB administration

that can accomodate the longer latency of responding that is

frequently apparent with aphasic patients orr patients with

any disabting condition that can reduce response speed. In

contrast, the specified time limits for the LNNB can prevent

t,he use of the standardization norms to evaluate patient

performance in situations where the requisite skiIIs for a

particular item are present, albeit slow1y expressed. This

issue has prompted some (Crosson & Warren, 1982; Delis &

Kaplan, 1982) to question the appropriateness of the LNNB in

the examination of aphasic patients and, more generally, has

caused Spiers ( 1 981 ) to suggest that response speed

requirements confound all items on the battery.

Obiective ClinicaI RuIes

Use of the critical level procedure as developed by

Go]den, Moses, Graber, and Berg (1981), and advocated in the

LNNB manual (Golden, Hammeke, and Purisch, 1980), to

diagnose the presence of brain damage resulted in the

correct classification of only 67e" of the current brain-

damaged subjects. This level is substantially lower than

accuracy rates reported for the initial derivation (91e") and

cross-validation samples (84e", Golden' Moses, Graber, &

Berg, 1981), and rates reported in an independent
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replication from Golden's laboratory (86e", Golden, Moses,

Fishburne, et a1o, 1981), and from independent replications

conducted in other laboratories (78e", MaIlory & Webster,

1981; 92eo, Sears et â1., 1984). Recently, Sawicki and

Go1den (1984) have reported a more modest classification

accuracy using the critical level procedure (77e") and have

reíterated the earlier caut.ion (Colden, Moses, Graber, &

Berg, 1981) that "no single criterion from the LNNB should

be used by itself to make a diagnostic decision" (p. 218).

Although sample differences among studies can accounL for

differences in hit rates, a overall hit rate of 77eo, which

represented a misclassification of approximately 20e" of the

brain-damaged subjects and 24eo of normals (Sawicki & Golden,

1984) and, a hit rate of 67eo in the present study, which

represents a misclassification of 33>" of brain-damaqed

subjects, is entirely unsatisfactory in the clinical setting

for a test-manual-endorsed procedure that purports to be

able to detect the presence of brain damage given what

can be the tremendous human cost for misclassification.

The necessity of using multiple levels of inference

(Reitan & Davison, 1974) and not simply a single level of

performance criterion in the int'erpretation of

neuropsychological test data Ìrâs apparent as well for the

HRNTB measures of impairment. Using established cutoff

points for the determination of brain damage (Impairment

Index >
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1970), 63eo of the current sample were

as brain-damaged using the ImpairmenL

correctly classified using the Average

Application of the objective clinical rules for

lateralizing brain damage in the present study resulted in

an 80e" hit raLe f or the R* L* ru1e, and a 77e" }:ít rate

using the highest score from t,he localization scales to

Iateralize brain damage. The current hit rate f or the R't

L:k rule is consistent with the 78e. hit rate reported by

Golden, Moses, Fishburne, et aI. (1981), but their high hit

rate for lateralizing with the highest localization scale

(94e") was not replicated here. Results on the same order of

magnitude as found here vlere recently reported by Sears et

a1. (R* L*, gOeo accuracy; highest localization scale , 7jeo

accuracy, '1984). thus, independent laboratory cross-

validation of the ability of the objective clinical rules to

Iateralize brain damage has indicated that the R* L* rule

can produce hit rates at approximat.ely the 80eo level, and

the accuracy of the highest localization scale rule is more

modest than has been previously reported (Golden, Moses,

Fishburne, et â1., 1981) and may also be at the 80e" level.
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Conc Ius i ons

In a recent major review of the literature on the LNNB'

Stambrook (1983) argued that while research is suggesting

that the battery mav have potential as a standardized,

quantitative neuropsychological instrument, the research

base was not large enough to justify placing confidence in

its clinical use. As was stated, "reporting inconsistencies,

inaccuracies, and omissions that pervade the LNNB Iiterature

cause serious concern and tend to overshadow the positive

results that have beèn reported" (Stambrook , 1983, p. 265) .

Although there is strong opinion to the contrary (Adams,

1984),1ike others (".9., Sears et aI., 1984; Shelly &

Goldstein, 1983; Spiers, 1984; Stanley & Howe, 1983), my

position is that carefully planned and well executed

research is needed to replicate the major LNNB validation

studies and to extend them so as to fully define t.he limits

of t,he battery's clinical utility (Stambrook, 1983, 1985 ) .

This present study, together with the results reported by

Sears et a1. (1984), provide independently collected data

that the LNNB can, based on the use of objective clinical

ruIes, lateraLize cerebral dysfuntion with hit rates that

range from 70-80e", a more modest degree of accuracy as

compared to the 94e" lnít rate reported by Golden ' Moses,

Fishburne, et aI. (1981). This study also independently

replicated the Osmon et a1. (1979) finding regarding the

ability of the LNNB to be sensitive to brain-behavíor
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relationships in discriminating right- and left-hemisphere-

damaged subjec|s. As weIl, the LNNB was found to be able to

can classify subjects as to laterality of lesion at levels

that did not differ from those achieved with the HRNTB.

However, the kind of validation study such as vras

reported here (and that pervades much of the literature on

neuropsychological assessment) designed to examine

criteríon-related (diagnostic) validity, provides only a

minimal, low level type of validation for the utility of an

instrument that is currently reported "to assess a broad

range of neuropsychological functions" (Western

Psychological Services, 1984, p. 82). While

neuropsychological assessment continues to play an important

role in neurodiagnosis (wedding & Gudeman, 1980; BigIer &

Steinman, 1981), its major rol-e is to accurately describe

brain-behavior relationships and to provide accurate

statements regarding the behavioral consequences of lesions

for treatment planning, rehabilitation counselling, and

Iitigation (Statz & Fletcher, 1981; wedding & Gudeman'

1 980) . The implication here is that while questions

regarding a battery's ability to detect the presence of

brain damage, to provide differential diagnosis between

brain damage and psychiatric disorders, and to lateralize

and localize brain Iesions are important, Lhe instrument's

clinical merit is dependent upon it,s ability to reflect the

behavioral effects of brain funetioning.
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It is in this vein that the cont'inuing controversy

regarding the content validity of the LNNB is important"

Simp]y, if a test instrument does not adequately sample the

target domain(s) of behavior, as has been suggested

(Appendix 1¡ Delis & Kaplan, 1983; Spiers, 1981), regardless

of its ease of administration or its ability to diagnose'

Iateralize, and localize brain damage, it is of limited use

in measuring neuropsychological functions. Thus, despite the

demonstration here that the LNNB can lateralize brain

damage, this is a necessary but minor demonstration in the

determination and assessment of the battery's usefulness in

clinical deployment "

What should be said of the objective clinical rules?

The current finding that only 67eo of the subjects could be

classified as brain damaged despite that fact that all 100e.

had unequivocal neurological evidence of brain damage is

disturbing. Whi1e appropriate cautions regarding "cook book

rules" (p. 618) were provided in the original paper

published in a professional journal (Golden, Moses, Graber,

& Berg, 1981), no such caution is present in the test manual

(Go1den, Hammeke, & Purisch, 1980) other than an appeal that

individual test items themselves be examined. I would submit

that having a so-called "objective clinical rule" that is

purported to diagnose brain damage, and is strongly endorsed

in the test manuaf es a first step in the objective

interpretation of the battery, contributes significantly to
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t.he possible misuse of the instrument by those who would,

without questioning it, use such a procedure. This concern

ís similar in nature to concerns raised by Delis and Kaplan

(1983) regarding the content, and then construct' validity

of the LNNB summary scales and their possible misuse. They

argue that because of low summary scale content validity'

achievement on any given "scale may be erroneously

associated with the integrity Ior impairment] of the

designated cognitive or motor function" (p. 396) " Spiers

(1984)has gone so far as to state:

The LNNB is alluring because of Luria's reputation
and the manner in which it purports to provide a
standardized prof ile of neuropsychological
functions. Unfortunately it has been marketed to,
and most enthusiastically adopted by, precisely
those clinicians who are least qualified to
evaluate índependently and objectively whether the
LNNB is an adequate, reliable or valid
neuropsychological assessment instrument. (p. 551 )

Àtthough Adams (1984) has argued that the LNNB "may be

removed from clinical practice vrithout invoking an

obligation on the part of. neuropsychology" (p. 455), my

position has been and remains that well formulated and

executed research is needed from independent laboratories

such that the checks and balances inherent in the peer-

reviewed scientific enterprise can, over time' Serve to

ÍuIIy delimit the clinical utility of the LNNB. Efforts such

as the present study and those reported by Delis and Kaplan

(1982), Sears et aI. (1984), and Stanley and Howe (1983)

provide models for this necessary researeh endeavor.
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The Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychologica} Batteryr

A Promlse That Mav Be Partly Fulfilled

Over the past seven years Golden and hls assoclates have

reported the deveJ-opment a standardized version of lurla's Neuro-

psychotogical Investigation. This instrument, currently called

the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychol'ogicaJ- Battery (Go1den, Hamneke,

& purisch, 1980¡ Golden, Purlsch, & Hammeke, tg?g), !s belleved

to be capable of provlding a comprehenslve and extensive evalua-

tion of all major neuropsychological functions such that the

battery can be used effectively for both diagnosis and rehabtli-

tatlon planning (Golden, Hammeke, & Purisch, 1980¡ Universlty of

Nebraska Press , t9?g), Further, ln the recently publlshed nanual

(Golden, Hammeke, & Purisch, 1980), it is stated that "the luria-

Nebraska can replace the much more extensive batteries commonly

used in .Anerican neuropsychology that may take two to three times

as long to admlnister and yet not yleld any more extensive infor-

mation on the patient's performance or disorder" (p. 13) '

Although Golden and hls team have provlded an impresslve

array of data whlch they suggesti unequlvocally demonstrates the

efficacy of the l,urla-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery (l,N¡¡g)

in detecting the presence, Iateralizatlon, aRd localization of

brain damage (for reviews see Golden, t9?9, 1981a, 1981b¡ Golden

I{ammeke, & Puri-sch, 19BO; and see below), serious concerns have

arisen that questlon many of the cl-aims that have been made Cori-

cernlng the battery's cl-inical utillty (Adams, 1980a' 1980b¡

Crosson & Warren, Ig82¡ Dells & Kaplan, 1982¡ Splers' 1981' t98?,
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Note 1). That the llterature on the LNNB has generated vigorous

controversy is wlthout doubt and the tenor of this debate ls

amply demonstrated by Àdams (1980a, 1980b) who, ln a thinly

velled crltíque, questions Golden's veraclty as a researcher.

It has been suggested that the LNNB was marketed and promoted as

a cl-lnical-, diagnostlc instrument prematurelyr arld that a consid-

eration of the concerns that have been volced should result in

caution being taken by those who would use the battery in cllnical

settlngs (Adams, 1980a,'1980b¡ Crosson & Warren' t982¡ Dells &

Kap].an, tgï?; Spiers, 1981, t982, Note 1).

It is the purpose of this paper to critlcalJ.y revlew the

Ilterature on the LNNB ln terms of the instrunent's deveÌopment'

rellablllty, and valldlty. In dolng so, this paper wl}l serve to

high)-lght areas of strengths and weaknesses of the battery, âs

welt as provlde an lndlcatlon of where future research efforts

may most frultfulLy be earrled out.

TTMORET ICAL ¡,NTECEÐENTS

The 1,NNB was designed and d.eveloped to be a standardlzatlon

and operatlonalization of Lurla's (Veí, 1980) neuropsychologicaL

lnvestigatlon technlque. As such, the battery was based on

I,uria's (Lg6tJ-, tg?O, tg?3, t9?5, 1980) complex and muLtlfaceted

conceptua]ízation of the functional organizatlon of the central

nervous system, The most lmportant aspect of Lurla's theoretlcal

structure for the INNB is the concept of the functionaL system

(Golden, Arlel, McKay,.Wllkenitg, WoIf, MacInnes, 1982). In

rejectlng both tlre strlct localization and equlpotentlal views of

cortical functioni.g, lurla poslted that overt behavlor ie a
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result of the coordinated. actlvity of nany cortical and subcortlcal

structures, each of which makes a hlghly specLfic contributlon to

the performance of the behavior, In Lurlats framework, a func-

t1onal system f,or a partlcular behavior is seen as the totatity

of the anatomica1- components whose functíonlng results ln the

compLetion of the behavior. An lnportant part of this func-

tional system idea ls the notion that not only can there be many

dlfferent functlonal- systems underlying a glven behavior, but

also, that areas of the'brain particlpate in many different func-

tlonal systems.

The functional system concept has far-reaching lmpllcations

for neuropsychological essessment. since behavlor' especially

complex behavlor such as speaking or writlng, resuLts from the

lnteractlon of many zones of the braln, it is not possible to

topographlcally localize cerebral lesions when a symptom of

impaired behavior is de¡nonstrated. In Lurlars framework, the

goal of neuropsychological assessment 1s not onJ-y to descrlbe

,,the s¡rmptoms of dlsturbances of hlgher cortlcal functl-ons, but

also [tn"] qualiflcation of the defects and an analysis of the

factors underlylng thege behavioral defects" (Lurla, I9?5, þ, ?),

The cru)c of Lurla's neuropsychologlcal lnvestigation Ls this

qualification of the s¡rmptom. Because the functional systen

underlyfng a given behavior may be disrupted in many ways' by

lesions ln any or all of the cooperating zones of the braÍn' lt

is necessary to qualltatively analyze the nature of the s¡rmptons

to deterrnine which component(s) of the functional system is

impaired. .A cortlcal lesion may cause the col)-apse of the
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functional system for a behavior but, because each of the many

zones of the braln makes a hlghly speclfic contribution to the

overall system, the qualitative analysis allows the deLineation

of the speclfic impaired llnk ln the chain of contributing pro-

cesses. Àn assunption of this qualificatlon of the symptom

approach is that other behavlors whlch utilize the same impalred

Link wil-I also be disrupted, whlle behavlors whlch do not in-

volve this link will renain lntact.

The role of the neurodiagnostician in this approach is to

systematlcally examine the quality of perforrnance on a varlety

of tasks, each requirlng the operation of funetional systems

dependent on different sets of cortieãl zones, So that the pre-

cise defect responsible for the dísruption of the functional

systern(s) can be isolated. This can be cLarlfled by using the

slmplistic but concrete llLustration provided by Golden, Ariel'

McKay, êt aI. (Lg82), If three tasks are performed in a manner

suggesting impalrment, and. if performance on these tasks is

thought to be a result of functional systems which involve skills

A, B, and c, sklI].s B' F, and Gl and skills B' Ð, and E, respect.

ive}y, |t could be hypothesized that a deficit |n sklll B under-

f ies the irnpaired performance on all three tasks ' It woul-d then

be possibLe to attempt to nake some predlctlon concernlng the

location of the leslon in the brain which results in lmpakment

of performance ln behaviors dependent on sklLl' B.

Itlsclearfromtheaboveexamplethattheformofanalysis
that derives from a quallfieation of the symptom approach is

highly dependent on the ability of T,uria's theory to aceuratel-y
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refl,ect the component. sklIls that make up a behavior, and to

suggest the anatonicaL locr¡s for each mol-ecuLar skfll. 'AIthough

Luria's theoretlcal positlon reflects over 40 years of clinlcaL

and experimental work In the Sovlet Union and many Ìaboratorles

arowd the worLd, it is clear from his wrltings (prirnari}y

Luria, L9?3, 1980) ttrat the theory is an approxlmatlon whlch has

been contlnually evolving as new data came to llght. The PËac-

tlcal consequence of this is that, whiì.e the quallflcatlon of

the s¡rmptom approach to neuropsychoJ.oglcal assessment may rernaln

unchanged, constant revision of the hypotheslzed component skills
for each functionaL system is a necessíty as knowledge Increases

about the functional organizatlon of the braln.

In actual practÍse Luria's neuropsychological investlgation

1s an extensj.on of the classical neurologícaI examinatlon. The

investigation,whlch has been most eomprehensively described in

Luria,s HieheË &ftleal Functions in Man (t966, 1980) ' conslsts

of two separate, but conceptually related parts, the preJ-inlnary

lntervlew and the detailed, seLectlve examlnation. The pre-

limlnary lntervlew involves obtalnlng a hlstory of the present

condltlon of the patlent and çonducting an lnittal series of

very short tests whlch, ln a very general sense' assess varl-

ous aspects of the patlenf,s mental actlvity and the lntegrity of

all rnaJor neuropsychol-ogicat processes ¡ Slnce the complexity of

the questions and tests is such that they do not give intact

patients difficr¡lty, Lurla contends that the examlner must attend

not only to the aecuracy of the responses' but a}so, to their

form or quality. the purpose sf the preliminary intervlew Is to
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deteet the presence of areas of irnpairment (identification of the

sympton(s) ) so that they may be subjected. to more detaited and

molecular analysls in the second, seLective phase (qualification

of the syrnptorn). Ås Luria (1980) states:

In contrast, therefore, to the preliminary stage'

the second stage of the lnvestigation must be strlctly

lndividualized. It must be buiLt up, firstly, on the

basis of results obtained ln the first stage and,

secondly, bV taklng lnto aceount the facts that are

obtained in the second phase of the investlgation

itself, It is clear, therefore, that the second

stage of the neuropsychologlcal. investlgatlon is the

more compLexr ylelds richer results, and calls fgr

greater flexibility in the conduct of the experlments

ft.". tests]. (p , 3g5)

The primary objective of the second, highly indlvidualized,

qualltative phase is to identify and lsolate the fundamental

defect(s) that underlles the col-lapse of one Qr more functional

systems. Luria believes that it ls only through this approach that

it is possibLe to suggest a local leslon that ls responslbl"e for

the observed s¡rrnPtom.

Luria (tg66, 1980) has described, in a fairly comprehenslve

manner, a çample of the many tasks or tests that may be admlnis-

tered to patlents suspected. of sufferlng frsm braln l-esions. The

clear imp1-icatlon is that what ls important is nqÞ the adherence

to any particular set of tasks, but that the diagnostician'

limlted onl-y by hls or her creativity and lrnaginati-on, use taelts
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that facilitate the isoLation of the factors responslbLe for im-

paired functioning. Since Luria (tgee, 1980) did not present the

varlous tasks used in assessment in a nanner conducive for actual

ad.mlnistratl-on, Chrlstensen (lg?5) cornpiled the lterns lnto a

framework to asslst the cllnlclan in administration and "to
ensure that the process of investlgation would be as thorough

and exhaustive as it was designed to be" (p. 9). While Lurla

had an opportunity to examine and correct the Christensen manu-

script, he was less thán enthuslastic ln his endorsement stating,

"of course it is a vulgarlzatLon - but I have always wanted some-

one to do what you have done" (Christensen, t975),

Christensen (t9?5) shares with T,uria (1960, 1980) the commit-

ment to the concept of the functional systen, and the qualiflca*
tion of the s¡rmptom approach to the neuropsychological examination,

The primary difference between Lurla's and Chrlstensen's work ls

that Chrlstensen has taken the ltens that Lurla presented as belng

only a sample, adnittedly a select sample, of those that could

be usedr ârtd in presentlng them as is done, lmplies that these

items are the prlmary ones that Lurla would have used ln his neuro-

psychologlcal examination .

Chrlstensen' s (L975) adaption of Luria's neuropsychol.ogieal

investigation consists of inforrnatlon on the prelininary interview

and 253 items that are organized, primarily for didactlc

purposes, into 10 rnaJor content areas' Theg'e areas conslst of

items involving motor functions, acoustico-motor organization,

hlgher cutaneous and kinesthetíc functlons, hlgher visual functions'

impressive (receptive) speech, expressive speech, wríting and
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readlng, arlthmetical ski]ls, mnestlc (mernory) processes' and

lntellectual pFocêSSêS r An irnportant point that has not been

attended to in the devel-opment of the LNNB, or in the subsequent

research llterature on the battery, is that Luria's lnvestigation

is considered. to primarlly evaluate the functions of the Left

hemlsphere (Christensen, !9?5, P, 11; luria, 1p80, p. 587)

Luria (t966, 19Bo) and Christensen (L975) strongly oppose

the standardized neurodlagnostic assessment techniques embodied

in the Hal-stead-Reitan'NeuropsychologlcaL Test Battery (HRNTB)

which is considered to be one of the most widely used neuro-

psychoLogical assessment instrumente ln North America (Cralg,

Ig?9; Golden & Kuperman, 1980¡ Hartla1e & Telzrow, 1980¡ Reitan

& Davlson, Ig?t+). They poslt that great variabiLity and flexl-

bility are requlred of the cllnlcian in conducting an examl.natlon

and that ,'any attempt to apply statlc standardlzed experimental

psychological techniques must be entirely dlscouraged. only lf

this cond.ition is satlsfied (which, to do sor requlres great

experience) will the clinlcal psychologlcal investlgation prove

effective" (Lurla, 1P80, P' 39?),

It has been stated (Àdams, 19BOb¡ I'uria, 1980¡ Luria &

MaJovskl, Lg??r Reltqn, t9?6a, Lg?6b) that there are major differ-

ences between the basic approaches used in North Amerlcarr and

Soviet clinícal neuropsychology. In the maÍn, the 'A'merican

approach, represented by the HRNTB, has been typified as being

standardized, quantltatlve, and atheoretical , whlle the Soviet

approach, represented by Luría's procedures' is lndivlduallzed'

qualitatlve, and theoretlcally based. Although this genera)-ization
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ls partla)-Iy true, it nisrepresents the actual, nature of North

American clinleal- neuropsychology. This has, been rnost recently

pointed out by Satz and Fletcher ( 1981) who suggest that is is

l,ncorrect and unfair to characterlze North Amerlcan clinlcal
neuropsychology by using the HRNTB. There is a sufficíent
amount of dlverstty anong approaches used in Ärnerican cllnica1

neuropsychology to render €ny generalization based on iust one

approach virtually meanlngless. As Satz and Fletcher (1981)

suggest, there are many approaehes in Amerlcan clinÍcal r€üro-

psychology that rely heavlly on theoretical models. The assess-

nent of language disorders (Goodglass & Blumstein, t973),

memory disorders (Butters & Cermak, 1980) ' movement dlsorders

(Heilman , 7g?g), and the l,ong-term effects of closed head

injurles (Levln, Grossnan, Rose, & Teasdale , L9?9), for examPle,

use theoretical modeLs in an effort to descrlbe the functional

deficlts that occur when the braln is damaged. Hellman and

Valenstein (tgZg) provide other examples of the lmpact theory

has on North AnerLcan clinlcal neuropsychology. In a siniJ.ar way,

Good.g]-ass and Kaplan (t9?9) and Lezak (L976) have provlded North

American clinlcal neuropsychoJ-ogy with approaches. that are

nelther standardízed nor neÇessarily quantltatlve. In these

approaches, neuropsychological assessment ls lndividualized to

neet the needs of each patient'and referraL question, and

inctudes an integration of both qual-itatlve and quantltatlve data

in an effort to best describe the cliníeal picture presented'

Thus, while the HRNTB díffers ln nrany respectsfro,¡Lurla's

procedures, it ls not accurate to suggest that this reflects a
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difference between North Àmerícan and Soviet clÍnical neuropsy-

chology. the apparent dlfferences between North American and

Sovlet approaches fade when one considers that some of the

emergent trends in North â,merlcan neuropsychology include the

rapid development of conceptual models that attempt to account

for the functionaL organlzatlon of the brain in siclaness and in

health (Galin , tg?6¡ Helllge, Cox & Litvac , L9?9t Moscovitch &

Klein, 19BO; Satz and FLetcher, 1981¡ Sergent and Bindra, 1981¡

Tucker, 1981), and the'growlng appreciation of the irnportanee of

systematic indlvlduaL case studles (Parsons & Prigatano' L9?Bt

for examples see Golden, Strider, Strider, Moore, & Gust, t979¡

Newlin & lramontana, 1980)'

Luria,s approach to neuropsychoì-ogical assessment has

several advantages over the HRNTB approach. Luriâ's procedures

afford the opportunlty for an extensive and systematic breakdovm

of complex behavior into component skllls, whlle nany of the

indlvidual tests of the HRNTB are so compJ-ex (e.9. Category

Test) that it is difficult to deterrnfne whlch component skill-s

are responsible for impalred performance (Colden, Hammeke, &,

Purisch , tg?8; LUria, 1980) ' Although the use of Reltan's (tg?þ)

four methods of inference (]evel of performance, left-right

differences, pathognomonlc sign, patterrr analysls) al]-ow pre-

dictions to be made regarding the nature of the impairment and

it's possible anatomical locus, the baslc data are derived from

complex tests whlch makes speclfication of speclfic sklll deflc-

íts difficult, Because of the abllity of Luriars procedures to

ldentlfy specific ski}l" deflclts, it has been suggested that the
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method ylelds information directly relevant to dlagnosis and

treatment plannlng (Harnrneke, Golden, Purisch, L97B; Lurla, 1980).

The other maJor advantages of Lurl-a's procedures are that they

require a relatlvely short admlnistration tlme (under 3 hours),

littl,e, if âriV, equlpment, and may be adminlstered at bedside,

while the HRNTB typiea)-l-y -cequlres 6 to I hours admlnistratlon

tlme and a laboratory setting wlth expensive equipment'

Despite these advantages, Luria's procedures have been

harshly crlticlzed (Reltan, L9?6a, L9?6b) . Reltan (tgZ6v) con-

tends that the lndlvldualized, qualitatlve approach used by

Luria,

is ln dlrect opposltion to the development and

use of standardized. procedures which offer
quantltatlve results. . . fhis type of approach,

in brief, shows Little respect for the difflculties

impliclt in devlsing an experiment which wouLd have

general stgnlfleâncê ' . . One can conclude that

luria's methods represent the ultlmate in dlsregard

to the time-honored concept of cross-valldation

inasmueh as Luria's nethod itself precludes the

prospect of objective cross-valldation.(p. L99)

There,s no doubt that much of what Luria cl,aims for hls procedures

must be taken on falth becauser âs of yett there has been no syste-

matic presentation of his data that would permit crltical examina-

tion of his assertl-ons regardlng the efflcacy of the techniques

or the adequacy of the theoretlcal structure (Àdams, 1980b) .
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE LNNB

The stated goal in the development of the standardlzed

verslon of Luria's Neuropsycho}oglcal Investlgatlon was to create

a battery which woul,d have the advantages of the quallficatlon of

the symptom approach to assessment as welL as havlng the advan-

tages of an approach which is standardlzed and quantltative

(Gotden, 1981a, 1981b¡ Golden, Ariel, McKay et âJ-. ¡ I9B2t Golden

Hammeke, & Purlsch, tg?B; Hammeke et â1.¡ 1978), The battery "was

intended to provid.e a basis for quick and reliable collectlon

of emplrical data, while allowing for qualitative analysis as

exemplified by Luria's work" (Co1¿en, ArleL, Moses, Wllkenlng,

McKay, MacInnes, L982r P. ¿+0-41).

Iten Se lection

The lnltial ltems for the INNB were derlved excluslvely from

Christensen's (Lg?5) adaptlon of Lurla's procedures (Golden,

Hammeke, & Purlsch, 19?B). There ls almost a one-to-one corl"ês-

pondence between the LNNB and Chrlstensen's ltems. Golden and

hls colJ.eagues (Go1den, Hammeke, & Purlsch, t978; Hammeke et al',

Ig?B), however, added itens so that there would be an examina-

tion of the rlght and Left sides of the body for an analysls of

tactile and motor ftmctions. Iterns were excluded fron the pool

when lt was discovere<l that normal subjects werê unable to per-

form them, and when standardlaed admlnistrative and scorlng

techniques could not be devel-oped '
Thls procedure ylelded a pool of 282 ltems (Harnmeke, Note 2)

whtch were then adnlnlstered to J0 neuro).ogically lntact rnedlcal

patlents and J0 patients wlth ¡trixed neurologÍcal dlagnoses
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(Golden, Hammeke, & Purisch, I9?B¡ Hammeke, Note 2), Based on

the ablllty to dlscrlminate between the two groups of patlents,

?69 ltems were retained and are the ltems that are currently In

use (GoLden, Hanmeke, & Purisch, 1980). The items are thought

to differ ln terrns of their farnlliarlty, complexlty' lntellectual

demands, verbal demands, response methods' input sources' atten-

tlon and concentratlon demands, and lntegration demands (Golden,

Arlel-, Moses et al., 1982). These items are organized lnto 11

"prJ-mary" behavLoral summary scales basêd almost exclusively on

the organlzatlonal framework provlded by Chrlstensen (L9?5),

ÂLthough Chrlstensen (I9?5) maintalned that her organization was

artificial with respect to neuropsychologlcal functlonlog, and

was presented for dldactlc reasons, Golden (Go1den, Hammeke, &

purlsch, tg?8, 1980) used Chrlstensen's descrlptors to label the

scales. Thls resul-ted |n the followlng summary scales¡ Motor

Functions, Rhythm, Tactile Functions, Vlsual Functlons, Receptlve

Speech, Expresslve Speech, Wrlting, ReadIng, Ârithmetlc, Memory,

and Intellectual Processes. Examples of the t¡rpes of ltems

that appear on each €rummary scale can be found in Go1den ( 1981a'

1981b) and Golden, Hammeker â¡¡d Purisch (f978). Since the

scale structure ls consldered to be flexlble (GolAen, Ariel, Moses

et aI., tgSZ), numerous addltlonal scales have been developed by

reco¡nblning the 269 ltems ln dlfferent ways, ln a manner s1¡nllar

to the way addltional MMPI Scales can be developed (Butcher &

Iellegen, tg?B), While thls procedure has resulted in the cËêâ-

tlon of empirlcally derived laterallzation (tvtct<ay & Golden, 19?9b),

locallzation (McKay & Go]-den, t9?9a1, and factor analytlc seales
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(lvtcXay & Golden, 1981a), there are three scales that are basic

to the LNNB. These are the I,eft and Right Hemlsphere 9cales and

the Pathognomonic scale. The Left and Right Hemlsphere Scales

are made up of Lterns from the Tactile and Motor Scales that

assess the functlon of the contllateral arrn and hand, while

the Pathognomonlc Scalelsmade up of items that best dlscrlnlnate

neurological and control patients (Golden, Harnmeke, & Purlsch,

1g8o).

' .â,dmlnlstratlon

Despite the fact that the lntent in developlng the LNNB was

to provlde a standardized method of performlng Lurla's investl-

gation, the admlnlstratlon lnstructions for the battery (Golden,

Hammeke, & purisch, 1980) are a curious blend of admonishnents

to maintain a standardlzed. format and invitations to irnprovise

and test the llmits (Adams, 1p80a). The adrnlnlstratlon nanual

(Golden, Hammeke, & Purisch, 1980) does provide detailed instruc-

tions for each ltem, but also suggests that items may be modlfied

to meet the needs of the lndlvidual patlent and referral questlon,

lf the original lntent of the ltem !s preserved'. Howevcr, ft ls

difflcuLt to lotow what the authors mean when they state that the

'btandard.ízed. lnstructions are flexible'! (Golden, Hamneke, &

Purisch, 1P80, P. 13).

Whi1e ,the lntent of lntroducing some degree of flexibllity

is useful because tt aLl"ows the use of the battery for cases

which may have been traditlonalLy untestablê,' it ls unknown

how the fl-exibillty would. effect the scorlng of the itens since,

I)resumably, the scoríng system is based on a standardlzed
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administration, Recently, GoLden and hls associates (Go1den, 1981a,

Golden, Ariel, Moses et 41., L982) have indlcated that a new

forrn of the battery ís currentÌy being developed which wll-l nore

futly lndicate the options for adminlstratÍon. As Adarns (1980b)

suggests, however, the concept of a standardlzed LurLa "seems to

be a logical impossibility. . . The need to be conslstent,

rlgorous and publlc in the application and developrnent of proto-

cols seems antithetlcal to the approach that Luria described"

(p. 51t+) r

According to the manual (Golden, Hammeke, & Purisch, 1980),

the battery takes from L-I/Z to 2-t/2 hours to adrnlnister and

requires the use of six publlshed stimulus cards, a 15 mlnute

prerecorded audio tape (cards and tape avaiJ.able from Westerrr

Psychological Services), a pocket comb, a rubber band' a paper

clip, a Compass, an erasgr, a key, a plnr a quarter, a ruler,

a blind.fo]d, and a stopwatch. The battery may be given at bed-

side and, although the b-attery is designed to be glven in it's

entirety, the Length of sessions may be manlpulated depending on'

the patientfs tolerance. Whlle the battery ls presently deslgned

for patientrs lJ years of age and older, a chlldrenrs verslon ls

currently being deveLoped (Golden, tp81a; Vlilkenlng' Golden,

IvlacInnes, Plaistead, & Herrnan, Note )),
Scorine

Items are seored along dimensions that include accuracy and

adequacy of response' number of errors, tlne for performanee'

number of trials to correct perforrnance, and number of trials

compl-eted. These dimenslons are thought to reflect the
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qualltative factor that the item theoreticaS,ly 1s assessing'

The manuaL (Golden, Hammeke, & Purisch, 1980) clearly speclfies

how the scoring procedure ls to be applled for each iten. Af.ter

the raw scores for each ltem are generated' they are converted

lnto scal-e scores of O, 1, and 2 (95 items are scored 0 or 2).

Initial formulas for convertlng the raw scores to scale scores

were based on cutoff points chosen to naximlze the effectlveness

of each item to discrlmlnate a group of 75 subjects 4.5 brain-

danraged or nornal. .4, scale score of 0 was respresentative of

the performance of normal-s, while a scale score of 2 represented

the performance characteristic of brain-darnaged subJects. A

scale score of 1 was interrnedlate or borderLlne '
While an extremely brief summary of the scale score deriva-

tlon has appeared in rnany of Golden's publications (e.g., Gol-den,

1!81a, 1p81b; Golden, Hanmeke, & Purlsch, t978, 1980)' tt ls

unfortunate that the work has not been publlshed elther ln more

detailr or ln 1t's entirety. Since the scale Score systen pro-

vides the basic data for the battery ln both research and cllnlcal

interpretation (Golden, Ariel, Moses et aI., L982), It is

essentlal to evaluate ltfs adequaey. 0f prine inportance is the

nature of the group on whlch the scale score system was derived.

The only data that has been provided ls that the group either

consisted of ?5 subjects classified as normal, schlzophreníc,

and brain-damaged (GoLden, 1p8la; Purlsch, Golder¡ & Hammeke, t97B)

or that it consÍsted of 3? normal- subJects and l8 brain-damaged

subJects (GoLden, Hammeke, &, Purisch, t9?8, 1980) .

It has been reported that the scale score conversions have
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been cross-vãLidated and that onLy mlnor adjustments were needed

on t6 of the 269 items. As with the data on the initlal conver-

slons, the cross*valldation data has onLy been briefly presented

in secondary sources, and is partlcularly confusing because the

sample size changes from one report to the next (n * 200 | Golden,

Moses, Fishburne' Engum, Lewls' Wisníewski, Conley, Berg, &

Graber, 1981¡ n = ?tQ, Golden, 1981ai ! = 233, Gol-den' 1981b).

Other th,an the fact that it is reported that the sampl.e conslsts

of both norrnal and neurological. subjects' no other data is pre-

sented. Since the compositlon and dernographic characteristics
of the samples used in the derivatlon and cross-validation of. the

raw to scale score conversíone are unlmswn, the generallzabillty

of the conversions for cllnical and research work ls uncertaln.

The effects of brain damage dlffer drarnatlcally dependlng on a

great many varlables (e.g., prernorbld condLtlon' etlology, 1ocu6,

chronicity, severlty, extent, etc.¡ Reltqn & ÐavÍ-son, tg?L+),

Thus, to apply data gathered from samples for which lltt]e is

known, to sanples that may dlffer in many ways, ls a hazardous

procedure.

After the scal-e scores for the iterns are determÍned ' they

are summed withln each of the t1 prlmary behavioral scaLes and

the I,eft Hemisphere, Right Hemlsphere, and Pathognomonic scaLes

to yleld 1l,l sunrnary scale scores (trigtt seores lndlcate greater

lrnpalrment). These summary scale scores are then transformed

into !-scores (standardized scores with a mean of J0 and a

standard deviatlon of 10) based on the means and standard devia-

tlons obtained from a sample of 50 medical patiente hospltalized
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for condltions not effecting the brain (Hammeke et aI,, 1978),

Although the !-score transfor:natl.on formulas have been

cross-validated (Moses & Golden, t979) ln an additional- sample

of 50 medical eontrol patlents wlth only mlnlmal dlfferences

occurr5-ng, as with the raw to scale score conversions, the repre-

sentativeness of thls data is not known. In fact, lt ls a

mystery why the developers of the LNNB attempted to norm the

instrument on subjects who were chosen, not because of thelr
representativeness to the population of the non-neurologically

impalred, but because they were the most appropriate comparison

group In terms of assesslng whether the battery could statlstlca*

lly discrlminate brain-damaged from intact subJects. SLnce the

brain-damaged subjects were hospltalized, neurologlcally intact

subjects were chosen to partlally controL for the effects of the

hospitalizatlon experience .

Although the adrninistration and scorlng manual for the

battery (Golden, Hammeke, & Purlsch' 1980) does caution that the

norms have been developed prlmarily on a Caucaglan "lower to

middle socloeconomic group", insufficient data are presented to

allow users to make ratlonal judgements regarding the usefulness

of the norms as is deemed essentlaL by the standards set forth by

the American Psychologlca1 Associatlon (L974). This deficit is

demonstrated. by DeJ.is and Kap1an's (t98?) lnterpretation of a

LNNB examination involvíng a patlent whose inltial Language was

spanish. In a rejolner, Golden, Ariel, Moses, êt al.¡ (1982)

critlcize the lnterpretation statlng that slnce the norms for

the battery were derlved on patient's whose flrst language was
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English, they may not be appllcabl-e for patient's wlth other

language backgrounds. fhis ls representative of a serlous prob-

l-em because it is not known what other restrictions may be

present that limit the use of the norms. Golden (1981a; Golden,

Moses, Flshburne et aI., 1981) has recently acknowledged thls
deficÍt by calling for extenslve cross-vâ]idatlon work to "fully
expand the test's normatlve base (Colden, tB8ta, po 2311,

It 1s unfortunate that thls was not mentloned ln
the promotional stateménts made about the battery (Unlverslty of

Nebraska Press, t979¡ Westerrr Psychologlcal Services, 1981), or

consldered before the test was marketed for clinical use.

The psychometric properties of the scale scores (0,1,2) and

the summary scales have been questioned, .A.dams (1980b) and

Spiers ( 1981) have suggested that the limited range of the scale

scores reduces the sensltivity of the measures ln describlng

behardor because current neuropsychoLoglcal. knowledge would pernlt

greater precision. In rebuttal, Golden (t9BOi see also Golden,

Hammeke, & Purischr t9?8) has claimed that other scaLe scorlng

schemes were lnvestigated (e.g., â 0, 11 2, ) system and â 0, t, 2,

3, 4 system) but they failed to add to the abiLity of the lterns

in dÍscrininating neuro3.ogical from control groups ' Thls argu-

ment, however, misses the polnt because the cllnical utllity of

the items is not just determined by their ability to detect brain

darnage. It is also determined by the ability of the items to

adequately describe behavior such that treatment and rehabilita-
tion programs can be devised (Lezak, t976; Lurla, 1980; Parsons,

tg?O). The scoring system that most accuratel"y reflects behavlor
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wou1¿ be most amenable for this purpose, Furtherì the scale score

system does not permlt the ldentiflcation of the precise compon-

ent of behavlor that ls impaired (Splers, 1981). Slnce indivi-

dual ltems do not measure "pure" sk!]]s (eo}den, Arie}, Moses

et al. , L¡BZ) , it is unclear as to what a particul-ar scal"e Score

for an item would fitêâllo

The summation of indivÍdual item scale scores to produce an

overaLl score for the 1l+ summary scales has also been crltlcized.

Russell ( 1980) has suggested that because the summary scales âre

heterogeneous wlth regard to the type of functlons assessed

(Golden, Hammeke, & Purisch, 1980) ' summlng scale scores across

items is a meaningl-ess procedure. While it has been posited that

each summary scale assesses a general stclll area, named in the

scale title (colaen, Ariel, McKay, êt aI., t982), the hetero-

geneity has Led Golden, Hammeke, and Purlsch (1980) to stress

that, in interpreting summary scale elevatlons, indivldual- ltens

must be examlned to galn insight into the partlcul-ar nature of

impairment. Together, Russell's ( 1980 ) crlticl-sm and Golden'

Hammeke, a.nd purisch's (f9go) cautlon point to the limited vaLue

of the summary scales ln neuropsychoJ-ogical assessment.

RusseÌ1 ( 1980) has aLso suggested that the leve1 of measure-

ment inherent ln the scale score systern precludes the use of the

act of summation. Here RusselL (1980) is clearly in error because

he submits that nomlnal- scaling is used when, in fact, the scale

score system ls at a¡r ordlnal leveL of measurement (Stevens, t95I),

White, in strict sense, the act of summation requlres that Inter-

val level assumptlons be met, it must be noted that the major
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instrument for the assessment of adult lnteLllgence, the Wechsler

Adult lnteLligence Scale, sumrnates ordína1 iten scores to derlve

raw scores for subtests such as Comprehenslon, Sfmllarltles, and

Vocabulary (see Matarazzo, t976),

RELTABIT,ITY

Scorgr Bellabilitv
The reliability or consistency wlth whlch the scorlng

crlteria for each ítem may be applled was investigated as part of

a dissertation carrled out by Hammeke (t'¡ote 2) and reported by

Golden, Hammeke, and Purisch (t9?8, 1980). From a sample of 50

neurological patients and 5O medical control patients, five sub-

jects were randomly chosen for study. the LNNB was then adnlnis-

tered by one exarniner, ln the presence of a second examiner, with

each examlner lndependentLy scorlng the performance. The percen-

tage of agreement between the two examiners over the scale scores

of the then 282 items on the battery ranged from 92% to 98%,

with a mean of 95%. the correlatlons between the scores for
each examiner ranged from,-97 to ,99 for the flve subjects.

Although there ar:e some inconslsteneles among the reports

of this lnvestigatlon (i.e., number of pairs of examlners used

and whether the comelatlons presented were calculated on raw

or scal-e scores) that make_ evaluation of results difficult, the

greatest shortconlng is that there ls no indlcation of the

composltlon of the sample. It is llkety that lt would be easier

for examiners to agree on scorlng lf the protocols were unam-

biguous r âs is likely if neurologically intact subJects were used.

Glven the very srnall- sample size' ít is un}llre1y that there wouLd
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be sufficient variablllty among responses to allow a good test
of the adequacy of the scoring criterla. Slnce there has been

some dlseussion of the abiJ-ity of the scorlng crlterla to provide

rellable scorlng (A¿ams, 198ob), more data are requÍred before

Golden's (f9go) clain that."the scoring criterla are highly
re1iab1e" (p, 5L?) can be accepted

One irnportant aspect of reliability th-at has not been

investigated ts the consistency with which the battery can be

administered, given that the examiner is permltted conslderable

flexibllfty, This is a question of whether two examiners w111 gen-

erate the sane data if they use their judgement as to how the

items are to be administered.

Test-Retest ReLlabil-itv
Using patients described as having chronic, statlc neuro-

logical irnpairment,Golden, Berg, and Graber (1980) reported test-
retest correlations ranglng from ,7? (Right Hemisphere) to .96

(lrithmetic), with a mean of .88. The test-retest interval
ranged from 10 to t+89 days (M = 16l days), Partialling out the

varlance attrlbutable to the test-retest interval resulted in
essentially no change in the test-retest corel-ations suggesting

that "the length of the test-retest interval- had a negllgible
influence on the results" (Golden, Hammeke, & Purisch, 1980, p. 3),

While the magnitude of the test-retest correl-atlons reported

for the LNNB are roughly comparable to those reported for the

HRNTB (Matarazzo, Matarazzo, Wlens, & Gallo, t976), the flndlng
that the length of the test-retest lnterval was not related to

the size of the correlations is f-ncongruous wlth psychometric
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l-ore which holds that test-retest correlatlons progressively

decrease as the interval increases (Anastasi, L976; Cronbach,

I9?O). Since the patlents for this study were psychiatrlc
(increases instablllty, Matarazzo et al., Lg?6) as weII as neuro-

)-ogical (Golden, 1p8la), and nelther floor nor ceillng effects

were operative (see Tab1e 2t Golden, Hammeke, & Purisch, 1980),

it seems wise to suggest that endorsement of these results await

independent replication.
Split-HaLf Re1lab111tv

Spllt-half rel-iabílity provldes a measure of the degree of
consistency wlth regard to content sampLing (Anastasl, 19?6),

Using an odd-even spllt, Golden, Fross, and Graber (1981) report

that the split-half correlations for the summary scales of the

LNNB ranged from .89 (Menory) to ,95 (Readlng), wlth a mean of

"9?, The magnitude of the correLatíons would seem to indicate

that the su¡nmary scal-es are quite homogeneous which ís in direct

contrast to the suggestion (Golden, Hammeke, & Purlsch, 1980)

that the summary scales are heterogeneous in regard to the func-

tions examined. Thls anomaly can be reconclled when lt is reallzed

that an odd-even split on the INNB spurlously inflates estimates

of interrnal consistency because itens which deal with a slngle

set of skiLls appear on the battery In a consecutive fashion.

Examples of this appear on the Motor and Tactlle Scales where a

task is performed on one item by the right hand and then, on the

next item, by the Left hand, and on other scales (e.g,.A.rlthmetic)

where two consecutive ite¡ns assess the same sklll (e.g., item 2L4;

solve ?-t+l item ZlJz solve 2?-B), In thls type of arrangenentt
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Ânastasl (t976) has suggested that splits other than an odd-even

split be used. It wou1d. be lnterestlng to examine the data that

would be generated when other measures of internal conslstency

(e.g., the alpha coefficient, Anastasi, 1,9?6; Cronbach, Ig?O)

are appì.led that do not rely on any particular planned spllt
between items. As of yetr Do data has been presented using other

forms of spllts between ltems.

VALIDITY

There has been considerable confusion in the llterature on

the INNB over what is meant by the general terrn "validlty", and

over the precise useages and relevance of the various kinds of

validity data that have been presented (Golden, Ariel, McKay,

et al"¡ 198?; Splers, 1981). In an attempt to provlde an organi-

zatlon that is conslstent wlth current psychometrlc conventions

regardíng validity, this revlew will- adhere to the classlflcation
and useage of the various forms of validity as suggested by the

American Psychological Association's (197+) Standardq for P-duca-

tional and Psvchploglpal Tests and Manualsra4d, Anag-tasi (L9?6),

Cronbach ( 19?0), and Thorrndlke and Hagen (t977) . Although the

validity of the LNNB wil] be discussed under the headings content

validlty, criterion-related (diagnostic) validity, and construct

valld1ty, lt ls acknowledged that these forrns of valldlty are not

distLnct or lndependent and that both eontent valldlty and

crlterlon-related vaLidity are lntÍmately related to construct

valldity (Anastasl, t9?6),
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Content Validltv
The ability of the INNB to provlde a sampLe of behavior

thought to be representatlve of the donain of functions that

should be assessed In a comprehenslve neuropsychologlcal eval-ua-

tion has recently been questloned (Crosson & Waruen t t982t

Delis & Kapl-an, 198?; Spiers , 1981 , Note 1) . Although both

Golden and his co)-Ieagues (Chnielewskl & Golden, 1980¡ Golden,

Hamneke, & Purisch, 1980; Moses & Golden, t9?9¡ Purisch et al.,
tg?B), and the publishers (UnÍverslty of Nebraska Press, l9?9t

l{esterrr PsychoJ-ogical Services, 1981) , have claimed that the

battery can provide a comprehenslve and extensÍve evaluation of

a1-1 major neuropsychological functions, Splers (1981) poslts

that the battery "does not adequately or comprehensively assess

any rnajor neuropsychological functlons" (p. 337),

Two rnajor issues are apparent in the discusslon of the con-

tent val-idity of the battery, one relating to the selection of

iterns and the other re).ating to the possible contamlnation of

Items by skil1s unrelated to those prlmarlly assessed by the

items. Crosson and Warren (L?BZ) and Delis and Kaplan (DAZ)

have been crítical of the fact that ltens were chosen to be

included in the þattery, not on the basis of current knowledge of

braln-behavior relationships, but on whether the ltems were abl-e

to statlstlcally discriminate neurological patients from medlcal

controls (Hammeke, Note 2i GoÌden, Hammeke, & Purlsch, Ig?8),

Whll-e such a procedure may make the battery rel"atively efflcient

in cliagnosing braln damage, it Is not consistent wlth the goal

of deveJoping an instrument that is capabte of provlding a
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comprehensive and molecular assessment of neuropsychological

funçt1ons.

The second point ls that most of the items are heavily conta-

minated by requirlng the lntact use of expressive and receptive

l-anguage skills (Crosson & Warren, L982; Ðe1is & Kaplan, L982i

Spiers, 1981, Note 1), Since [t Ís possible that cerebraÌ

leslons can impair )"anguage functlons whlle leaving other higher

mental functions reLatívely unirnpalred, it ls lmportant that the

evaLuation of non-languâ.€5e sklIls not be consistentJ-y contaminated

by the presence of the language impalrment (Crosson & Warren, l9B2¡

Parsons &, Prigatano, tg?8) , Crosson and Warren (1jAZ) suggest

that this contamj-nation issue is most apparent on the lactile

scale where 20 Of the 22 items require a verbal response ' This

renders the distlnction between aphasic disturbances and tactile

imperceptions dlfflcul-t. Comparative)-y, it should be noted that

this verbal contamination issue (receptive and expresslve) applies

equally to rnany of the tests that nake up the HRNTB (see Crosson

& Warren, t982),

The heavy reliance on verbal functions needed for the pro-

cessing of item instructions and responding has prompted Crosson

and warren (19AZ) and Delis and Kap1an (t982) to suggest that

while the battery may be effective in dlagnosing braln damage 
'

it may not be appropriate for examining the functional deficits

of patlents with language disorders. As Crosson and Warren (I9BZ)

have pointed out, the recognltion of a heavy verbaL weighting

on items that tap other functions may be the reason why severely

aphasic patients were not included in LNNB research" In fact'
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Lewis, Golden, Moses, Osman, Purisch, and Hammeke (t9?9) have

stated that severely aphaslc patients were excluded from thelr
investigation because of "the dlfficulty such patlents have in

taklng most of these tests Fn" LNNB] " (p. 1007).

The heavy verbal loading is, however, not surprlsing |n the

context of the T.,uria (Lg66, 1980) or Christensen (L9?5) approach

to neuropsychoLogical evaLuation. Here the concern is with the

assessment of prlmarily lÊÍ! @pnere. functioning through a

flexible and systernatic application of tasks thai permlt the

qualification of the synrptorn. In this framework there are no

requirements for the presentation of standardlzed instructions,

or for verbal responses/ as the goal is not to rnalntain a

Sandardized approach in which a flxed set of iterns are adninis-

tered. The goal is to isolate the deflcit that resulted in the

collapse of the functional system using any means possible.

In rebutting the cri.ticlsm that verbal contaminatlon is

pervasive 1n the battery, Gol.den, Âriel, Moses, êt 41. (LgAZ)

state that the ltem instructlons may be changed to sult the

need,s of the individual patient, and that verbal responding (par-

tlcularly on the Tactile scale) is not necessary since any type

of response that can communlcate the same lnformation Is suffic-

lent. .ALthough this suggestLon moves the battery closer in

splrit to Luria's (tg66, 1980) investlgation, it is unknown how

far one may go in being flexible wlthout conpromlslng the standard-

ization necessary for the valld use of the scal-e score eonversions

or the rrofns.
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A related polnt is that in lnstances where the contamination

is mlnimaL, there are too few itens availabl-e to adequately

sarnple a particular skiLl (Crosson & Warren, t982¡ De1is &

Kaplan, Ig82¡ Splers, 1981, Note li See also Golden, ÀrleL,

McKay êt â1. , tg}?¡ Spiers ' 1982) , Thls could resul-t ln mis-

interpretation of the deflcits orr more lmportantly, dlagnostic

errors when the impairrnent ls mild. While this problem is

present for all summary scaLes (see Spiers, 1981, Note 1, for a

comprehensive dlscusston), lt is rnost notable for the Reading

gcal-e which does not assess reading comprehension (Crosson &

Warren, tgBZ), and for the Memory gcale which does not assess

recent or remote memory (Spiers, 1981).

Whil-e tt is apparent that the content validlty of any instru-

ment is not dependent upon "rr{ott" estlmation of how adequately

the relevant domain of behavior has been sampled, the concerns

raised here shouLd sound a note of caution to those who atternpt

to use the LNNB. It would be incumbent upon clinicians who use

the battery to be aware of the potentlal l-imitations in the

sample of behavior that will be generated and to supplement the

evaluation with other instruments ln areas that the battery does

not adequately assess, trlthough Golden has demonstrated his

facility in providing, what appear to be, detailed and conpre-

hensive evaluati,ons of neurological patients (see Gol-den, ArieI,

Moses et,a1., tg82), lt is obvlous that the admínlstratlon and

interpretation of the battery (as with alL such batteries),

requires an in-depth knowJ-edge of brain-behavlor relatlonships

and their expression on the INNB. Hopeful.Iy cllniclans will" be
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motivated to report diffÍcul"ties they encounter in using the

battery such as has been done by Crosson and Warren (L982) and

Delis and Kap1an (t982) in their work with aphasic patf"ents.

te ted Va I

Since criterion-related (Alaggrostic) validity should be

evaluated in terms of the types of decisions that the battery

is suggested to be effeetive in making (Ànerican Psychologicat

Associatlon, t9?4), the following sections will" be organized to

reflect this. Discussion wilt initially focus on the ability of

the battery to discriminate neurological from intact subJects and

schizophrenj,cs r â¡¡d then w111 turn an exarnLnation of the abllity

of the battery to Jaterallze and Localize braln damage.

Presence of BrgÍn Damag-e

B,faln-d,?rnaged vs. norqal. The ínitial investlgation denon-

strating the abitity of the LNNB to discr:iminate neurological

from control subjects was carried out as a dissertation by

Hammeke (l,tote Z) and was subsequently reported ln the literature

by Go1rìen, Hammeke, anrl Purlsch (19?B) and Hammeke et 41. (1978).

While tt is clear from an inspectlon of the demographlc and LNNB

assessment data, and from statements made ín the LNNB ma.nual

(Golden, Hamrneke, &, Purisch, 1980), that the sâme subjects and

data were used for the reports, other publlcations have implied

that the data presented in the pubJ"ished reports (Golden, Hammeke,

& Purisch , Lg?8; Hammeke et 41. ¡ 7g?8) were generated from lnde-

pendent valldation studles (e.g., Golden, 1p8lb; Moses & Golden,

W?g; Osmon, Golden, Purlseh, Hammeke, & BJ'ume' t979; see Adams'

1980a). The lrnplication that they are lndependent validation
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studies becomes strengthened when one finds that the diagnoses

for the neuroLogical- group differ depending.on whether the

primary source (Hamneke, Note 2) or a secondary source (Go1den,

1981b) is referenced.

Much greater precision and accuracy needs to be applied ln
the reporting of the subject characteristícs of the samples used

in LNNB valídation research. It is also essentlal that the

investigators clearly state whether a report represents the

independent collection'of data or whether it is based so1e1y on

a reorganization of data such that a different emphasis is high-

lighted. Only the more recent reports have approximated these

goals (e.g,, Golden, Fross, & Graber, L|BL; Golden, Moses,

Fishburne et aL., . t9B1) )-eaving it unclear as to how often the

same basic group of subjects has been used.

The ínitía1 valldatlon study (Hammelce, Note 2) compared the

T,NNB perforrnance of 50 hospitallzed, neurologlcal patlents to
the performance of 50 patlents hospitalized for conditions with

no central nervous system involvement. Although the criteria
for diagnosis was not indlcated ln the orlginal reports, subse-

quent publications (Golden, 1980¡ Golden, Hammeke, & Purisch,

1980) have stated that the diagnoses for all neurological- patients

Ínvolved ln LNNB research were made by one or more of the

folLowing techniques, dependlng on cllnical need: computerized

axial tomography (CAT scan), electroencephal-ogram (EEG), angio-

gram, pneumoecephalogram¡ sürgêrlr sku1l x-rays, neurological

examination, and neurologlcal- hlstory. Whil-e there were no

differences between groups in sex distribution, â8ê, chroniclty'
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age of onset, or the numbe.r of previous hospita]-lzatlons, the

control- group had signiflcantly more educatlon than the neuro-

loglcal group.

Sequentia} !-tests revealed that the neurological group was

slgnlficantly (p <.05) more impaíred than the control group on

250 ß9%) of the 282 test ltems (Hammeke, Note 2), While Hammeke

(Note 2) dld not attempt to control for the education difference

between groups, Golden, Hamneke, and Purisch (19?B) report that

the use of multlple twó-group analyses of covariance, with

education as the covarÍate, ylelds essenti-alIy no change over the

results obtained by the multiple t-tests. Although education has

been consistently found to relate to neuropsychological test

performance (e.g., Heven, 1980; Parsons & Prigatano, t9?8), the

lack of relationship here is not surprising since each ltem taps

such a smalJ sampJ"e of behavl-or.

It ls dlfficult, however, to accept the resul-ts of the

anaLysis on the individual items at face value because of íncon-

sistencies between reports of the data. Go]den, Hammeke and

Purisch (L9?8) state that 253 of the 285 items significantly

discriminated the groups which is at varj-ance with what Hammeke

(Note Z) reports. lhere is no tndlcatlon where the additional

three itens came from. Further, whil,e Hammeke (Note 2) indica.tes

that, üsing a discrlmlnant analysis, the linear combinatlon of

6O ltems was able to correctly cl-assify aIJ" subjects, Go]den'

l{ammeke, and Purisch (t9?8) clain that it was posslble to achleve

such perfect accuracy with only 30 ltens. Although the reasons

for this discrepancy are unknown, âhY discrimlnant analysis
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that has such J.ow subject to variable ratios (per group) presents

serlous probLens for lnterpretation because of the instability
of the discrlmínant functíon coefficients (Fletcher, Rice, &

Ray, t97B), It ls al-most a certalnty that most of the items

used in the classification procedure added little discriminatlng

ability (independent variance) over that provided by the items

which were included in the first few steps of the stepwise

discriminant analysis. Since there ls no indication of how many

items added a significant amount of independent varlance to the

discrimination, the val-ue and appropríateness of the analysis is

in doubt.

The value of performing 282 íA5) t-tests must also be

questioned. Irrespective of how many signlflcant dlfferences rvere

observedrthe use of signlfícance tests to sueh a degree, wlthout

aRy eonsi-d,eratlon of the lnflatlon of the type L eiror nate,

represents a flagrant disregard for current statístiçal and

research techniques (Adams, 1980a, 19BOb; Glass & Stanley, I9?O¡

Hays, t9?3). This abuse of a statistical technlque wouLd not

have had such serious consequences if the lndlvidual items had

nOt been interpreted. It is unfortunate, however, that this

multiple t-test procedure was used as the basls for deciding

which items would be retalned ln the battery (Golden, 1pBla).

The Hammeke (¡lote 2) dissertation also examined the abillty

of the 1þ surnmary scales to differentlate the neurological and

control groups. As reported by Hammeke et aL , (L978) , the two

groups were found not to differ in amount of educatlonrwhich is

at odd.s wlth what was found by Hammeke (note 2) and Golden,
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Hammeke, and Purlsch (I9?B), aJ-though the data presented crn the

means and standard deviations of the sunmary scal-es in the

Hammeke (¡tote 2) dissertatlon were identical to those reported

by Hammeke et al. (19?8). The explanation offered in subsequent

publications (Golaen, 198la; Golden, Hammeke, & Purisch, 1980)

to resoLve this apparent contradiction was that five of the

original neurological patients (Hammeke, Note 2) were rep)-aced

such that the five new patients, whlle being matched for diag-

nosis and. severlty with the origlnal, yielded a sample of neuro-

loglcal patients which did not differ from the sample of con-

trol-s in amount of education. Further, by oversight, the orlglnal

data from Hammeke (note 2) wre publlshed rather than the revlsed

data from the sampl-e cçntalnlng the new subJects. Ðxamination

of the revised data presented in Golden ( 1981a) reveals that lt

differs onl-y very sllghtly (no more 
,t'han 

2%) from the original

(Hammeke, Note 2) ,

The }ogic of the revlsion procedure is, at best, unclear'

one important questíon that remains unanswered Ís why would

HammekeetaÌ.(tg?8)feeljustifiedinmanipulatingthesample
composition to achieve equality between groups along one dimen-

slon, using a methodologically suspect strategy, when the

equality of the groups cou1d. have been statistlcally derived as

in the manner reported by Golden, Hammeke, and Purisch (1978)

uslng what would have been the same subjects? It is posslble

that if analyses of covariance, wlth educatlon as the covariate,

were used to investlgate the two groups on the summary scales 
'

no significant differences would resul't, That this ls plauslble
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is demonstrated by the finding that the amount of education was

signlficantly rel-ated to scores on all the INNB summary scales

(Marvel, GoLden, Hammeke, Purisch, & Osmon, 1979),

Since there are no differences in the actual results

between the original (Hammeke, Note 2) and revised samples (in

Golden, 198la), the data from the original,sample will be dis-

cussed. Significant differences were found between the neuro-

logical and control groups on alJ the summary scales. Using

optimaL cutoff points designed to maximize the percentage of

correct classiflcations, it was found that the accuracy of the

lndividual scales to correctly classify subjects ranged trom ?4%

(Expressive Speech) to 96/" (Memory) in the control group (M =

85%t, and tron 66% (nfrytnm) to 86% (Expressive Speech) in the

neuro1ogical- group (M = 7Lr%). .A discríninant analysls using all
the summary scales as dependent measures was able to correctly

cl-ass ify 86% of the neurol-ogical group and IOO% of the control-

group, to yield an overall hlt rate of 93%. There are no data

presented to indicate how many dependent variables added a sigrri-

ficant amount of independent variance to the discrimination.

Thus, it is not posslble to d.etermine how robust the function is,

or conversely, how much it takes advantage of random variation

in the sample.

The initial results on the ability of the battery to dis-

çriminate neurological from control patlents have been cross-

validated by Duffal.a (I9?B-?9) and Moses and Golden (t979).

Although Duffal-e found that neuroLogical- patients differed sig-

nlficantly from controls on all 14 summary scales, the study
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is fLawed because the control group was both younger, and more

educated, than the neurologfcal group. This could result in

dlfferences in neuropsychological functloning between groups

irrespeetlve of the presence or absence of bral-n damage (Hevern,

1980 ¡ Parsens & Prlgatano, 1978) ,

Using 50 neurological patlents and J0 medlcal controls,

Moses and Gol-den (Ig?g) employed the optimal cutoff points

derived by ltammeke et al-. (I9?8) and achieved simllar, but

marginally lower, hlt rates. The groups were similar in terns

of age, education, and sex distribution. The hit rates ranged

from ??% (Writing) to 9B/' (Motor and Pathognomonic) ln the con-

trol group (M = 8t+%), and trom 62% (Memory) to 82/" (Receptive

Speech) in the neurol-ogical group (M = 7O%). A classlfication

procedure using the Hammeke et al, (L9?8) dlscrimlnant function

yielded an 88% hlt rate for the neurologicaL group and a 98% l¡|t

rate for the control group, resulting j-n an overall hit rate of

g3%, This overa]L hit rate ls identical to that found when

derlving the dlscrlminant function (Hamneke et al. , Ig?B) , Use

of a discriminant analysis based on the l[oses and Golden (L979)

sample resulted ln an overall hit rate of 96%'

Moses and Go1den (t9?9) have suggested that the shrinkage

in hit rates that occurs when discrlmlnant functions and gptimal

cutoff points are cross-valldated (Anastasl, L9?6; Fletcher,

Rice, & Ray, tg?8; Heaton, Baade, & Johnson' l9?8¡ Kerlinger &

Pedhazur , tg?3; Parsons & Prigatano ' I9?B) was offset by the fact

that their neqrological sarnple was more irnpaired than the sanple

used in the derlvation stud.y (Hamrneke et aI., I9?B), Examinatíon
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of the data in both reports, however, suggests otherwlse. In

fact, lt appears that the derivation sarnple (Hammeke et aJ., L978)

was more impaired (nigner summary scale scores) which would have

the effect of leadíng to ¡¡reater shrinkage than would have been

the ease if the groups were equally impaired. An inportant

difference between the two studles whlch is neither discussed nor

mentioned is the use of a battery consisting of 282 items ln the

derivation of the optimal cutoff polnts, and the discrlminant

funetion, and the use óf a battery consisting o1 269 items in

the "cross-validation" attempt. This should have had the effect

of making it harder for subjects to be cl-asslfied' as brain-

damaged and easier to be cl,assified normal because there would be

Iess ltems on each summary scale, a fact which was not reflected

in the results. It would have been expected. that the net effect

of using a battery with fewer items., on a less impaired sample,

would be to produce a considerable atnount of shrinkage ln hlt rates.

The nearly ldentical hit rates found in the derivation

(Hammeke et al., tg?B) and cross-validation (Moses & Golden, L979)

studies, whlle impressive at first glance, cause concern

because they are seriously at odds with what would normally be

expected. in cross-valldation attempts. Monte Carlo research

reveals that, in a two-group situation with a subject to varl-

able ratio of between 3:1 and 4:1 (5O subJects and 14 variables

per group), the amount of shrinkage in dlscriminant analysis

hit rates can range from t2/" to t?/' (F1etcher, Riee & Ray, Ig?B) '

A recent investigation by Le11 and Fllskov ( fgAf) provides an

illustratlon of the magnltude of shrinkage that can be expected
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ln neuropsychological research. Averaged across four dlseriminant

functions, they found that the hit rates decreased almost LB%

from when applled to the derlvation sampJ.es to when applied to

the cross-validation sampLes, A similar degree of shrinkage in

classification accuracy can be nqted ln Wheeler and Reitan's

(1963) cross-validation of discrlminant functions deríved by

Wheeler, Burke, and Reitan (L963), lleaton, Baade, & Johnson

(L9?8) have observed that the median hit rates using optimal

cutoff points were t4/''nigner than the medlan hit rates found

using cross-validated cutoff points. This suggests that the

cross-validation of optima] cutoff point results wouLd be

expected to result in a considerable amount of shrinkage.

While there is a need for replicatlons of the Hammeke et

al-. (L9?8) and Moses and Golden (t9?9) studies to examine whether

the high hit rates can be approximated ln other ]aboratories,

the reÇu1ts of these investigations (including Golden, Hammeke,

& Purisch, tg?B) can not be summarily dismlssed as resulting

from methodol-ogical or statlstical- artlfacts as had been done

by Ad.ams (1980a, 1980b) and Spiers ( 1981). Over and above the

concerns regarding the statistical adequacy of some of the tech-

nlques used., the major critlcism of the Golden, Hammeke, and

purísch (tg?B) , Hammeke et al. (I9?B) , and Moses and Golden (1979)

studies is that "the essential discrimination belng made is

probably between very serlously neurologically impaired (and,

perhaps, psychlatrically dlsturbed) patients and rnedical controls"

(Ad.ams, 1981b, p, 5t3-51¿+) . If this were the case, large

differences between €çroups and hlgh hit rates would be expected
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and. the test provided of the battery's ability to be sensitive to

brain damage would not really reflect the type of decision that

the cliniclan is typical-ly faced with. The critÍcism, however,

is unfair because it ignores the claim that the neurologlcal

sample was weighted with cases of "mild" to "moderate" impairment

(Co1den, 1980; Hammeke, Note 2E Hammeke et al., tg?B¡ Moses &

Gotden, Lg?g) and that no patient in the neurological group

had. a psychiatric history (Colden, 1980). Since there are no

data presented as to the severity of the neurological samples '

or their psychiatric status (other than the above claims), it

is an unwise practise to state that the reports offer "over-

dramatized claims of diagnostic accuracy" (Adams, 1980a, p. 522)

unless attempts to replicate prove this to be so '

While not attempting to replicate the high hit ratesusing

the optimal cutoffs or the discrlminant functions ' Malloy and

Webster (1981) have demonstrated the val-idity of the I'NNB in

d.etecting brain damage in subJects specifically chosen because

they were "mildly" impaired. Subiects were selected because

they presented diagnostic dilemmas for the referral- source since

there were no blatent neurological signs such as hemiparesi's,

aphasia, or visual fleld defici-ts. Three groups of t2 subjects

each were formed. lhe pseudoneurological group was composed of

patients who presented with a variety of neurological symptoms

but for whom EEG, ÇAT scan, and neurological exam were negatíve'

The borderline group was similar to the pseudoneurological

group except that while the CAT scan and neurological exam were

negative, the EEG was "mildly" to "moderately" abnormal ' The
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brain-damaged group consisted of patiente with unequivocal-ly

posltive neurological exams, EBGs' and C-A'T gcans. There were no

differences anong groups in age or education.

Malloy and webster ( f981) classified subjects as brain

damaged or not braln damaged ba.sed on objectlve cllnícal rules

for interpretating the LNNB derlved and cross-vaIÍdaled by

Go1den, Moses, Graber, and Berg (1981) . Golden, l4oses, Graber,

and Berg ( 1981) determined, that the average summary seale t-score

for normal subjects could be predicted by knowledge of age and

education (R = ,?4)., and that almost all of the lndividual sum-

mary scale T-scores fe1l within 10 !-score points of thls pre-

dicted average. Conversely, 1n a neurologlcal samp1e., the

rnajority of the Summary scale !-scores were found to be more

than 10 T-score polnts from their pred.icted average. The pre-

dlcted average T-score for the neurological patients wad thought

to serve as a rough estinate of prenorbid status to whieh the

current f*.r"f"X"rformance .ovlJ be compared. A rule was d'eveloped

such that a subject was classifled as braln damaged if nore than

One Summar¡r scale T-score was above a "critical level" defined

as the predicted average T-score plus 10. If the Arithmetic or

Wrlting scaLes were above the critical level, a subject was not

considered to be brain damaged unless three or more scales were

above the critical }evel. Application of this rule to the 6O

normal and 6O neurological patients used in the derivation of

the rule resulted in a combined hit rate of 9t%, cross-valida-

tion using an ad.d.itional 60 normal and 60 nerrological patients

resuLted in an 85% 1¡tt rate for the neuroÌogical patients and an
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B3/" r1|t, rate for the controÌs, for a combined hit rate of B4/,

(Go1den, Moses, Graber, & Bórg, 1981).

MaIIoy and lVebster's (1981) use of a three-scale-elevation-

above-the-critical-l-evel rule resulted in the correct classifi-
cation of ?5/, of the pseudoneurological group and 83% of the

brain-damaged group. Seventy-five percent of the borderl-lne

group were correctly classified as brain damaged if the EBG

data can be consld.ered to refleet braln abnormality. This is

by no means certain as Fll-skov and Goldsteln (t9?4) suggest.

Since the brain-darnaged and borderline groups were found not to

differ sigrnificantly on any of the summary scales, they were

comblned and compared to the pseudoneuroLoglcal group. The com-

blned "brain-damaged" group was significantly more impalred than

the pseudoneurological grouB on the Rhythm, Receptive Speech'

Expressive Speech, Wrlting, Memory, Intellectual Processes, and

Pathognomonic scales.

The results of the investlgations that have exanlned the

ability of the I,NNB to detect the presence of neurological

impairment, in the context of dlscrimlnating neurologieål patients

from medical controls, are comparable to those reported using

other neuropsychol-ogical assessment techniques ( tor reviews see

Hevern, 19BO; KJove, Lg?4; Lezak, 19?6¡ Reitan, L975)' While

this suggests that the battery has the potentíal, to be clinically

useful, there is a great need for addltional research to corrob-

orate the results that have been reviewed. Although the obJec-

tive clinical rules for determinlng the presence or absence of

brain damage appear val-id, significant quesüons arise regardlng
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the eutoff points and the dlscrimlnant functions. It would be

unwise to attempt to clinically use the cutoff points reported

by Hammeke et aI. (t9?8) and Moses and Go1den (I9?9) until their

validity is unambiguously demonstrated.

Brain- d hizo hre Purisch et aI. (L978)

have examined. the effectiveness of the battery ln discrlmlnating

between hospitalized chronlc schizophrenlcs and hospitalized

neurological patients. The demographic data clearly indlcates

that the neurolçgical sample was composed of the J0 neurological

patients reported in Golden, Harnmeke, and Purisch (t9?B) and

Hammeke et al. (Ig?B) although this fact ls not stated in the

Purisch et aI, (Ig?B) paper. The chronic schlzophrenlc group

was composed of 50 patients diagnosed primarily as having para-

nold or undifferentiated schlzophrenj-c disorders. No patient was

included in the schlzophrenic group for whom the rnedical history

suggested the possibitity of neurolopçical inpairment. while

the groups did not differ slgniflcantly in sex distribution, ã8ê,

education, or length of current hospitallzatlon' they differed

sigrrificantly on variabLes that ptay a role ln dlagnosing and

defining chronic schizophrenia (chronicity of il-lness, à8e of

onset, and number of previous hospitalizations.

Sequentlal t-tests revealed that the neurological sample

was sigrriflcantly more impaired' than the schízophrenlc sample

on ?? (26/") of the 2BZ items. ft was reported ln the text that

å discriminant analysis was able to achieve tOO4," classification

accuracy using the llnear cornblnation of 40 ltems, but this is

contradicted by the report appearing in the paper's abstract
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that such accuracy was achieved using 6O items. Whlle the signi-
ficance of this contradiction is unclear, the profligate use of

!-tests and the questionable use of discrininant function techni-

ques is again apparent. The reader is referred to the prevlous

section for a discr,rssion of rnethodological deficiencies of the

use of multiple t-tests, and discriminant analysis when the

sample size is small relative to the number of dependent meas-

UTES ¡

Purlsch et al, (L978) aLso found that the neurological

group r4ras signlficantly more lmpaired than the chronic schizo-

phrenic group on aJI summary scales wíth the exception of the

Rhythrn, Receptive Speech, Memory, and IntellectuaL Processes

scales. A discriminant analysis on the 14 sunmary scaLes was

able to achieve a Ìrit, rate of 84/" for the neurologÍca1 group and

92% hit rate for the schizophrenlc group, ylelding an overal-I

hit rate of 88/r. These hit rates are substantially higher than

those that result from using cutoff points that maximize the

abilíty of each summary scale to classify subjects. Hit rates

using optinal cutoff points ranged fron 3B/o (nignt Hemisphere)

to ?O% (Expressive Speech and Pathognomonic) tn the neuro-

logical group (M = 58%), and fron 3t+% (nrrytrrm) to 92% (nigfrt

Hemisphere) in the schizophrenÍc group (M = 6I%).

A comparison of the optimal cutoff points used in the

discrimirration of normal from neurological patients (Hammeke et

a1. ¡ l9?8), and chronlc schizophrenj-c from neurol-ogical patients

(Purisqh et aL., t9?B)rreveals that chronic schizophrenics need

to be substantlally more impaired on the battery than norrnaLs to
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be consldered brain damaged. Whil-e it is common practise to use

optirnal cutoff points in research (Colden, 1980), the use of

these cutoffs in clinical practlse as the administration and

scqring manual (Go1den, Hammeke, and Purisch, 1980) suggests

would be an error. Not only would such use require a prlor

d.iagnostic decision (norrnal vs. schizophrenic), but may also

result in mild1y neurologlcally lmpaired schizophrenl-cs belng

classified as unimpalred.

The Purisch et al; (!9?B) results have been "cross-val|da-

ted" by Moses and Golden ( fggO) using the same neurological

group as Moses and Golden (t9?9) and an additlonal sample of J0

chronic schizophrenic patients (primarily paranoid and undiffer-

entlated). More stringent screening procedures were employed

than in the Purisch et 41. (I9?8) lnvestigation as no patient

was included in the sehizophrenic group for whom the neurological

exam, sku}l x-rays, or EEG was abnormal. Further' where a

pat5-ent's status was !n doubt, CAT scanning was used to rule

out cerebral atrophy. Whlle the groups did not differ in age 
'

education or sex dlstributlon, the schizophrenic group was more

chronic than the neurological group.

As in the lnitiaL lnvestigation, the neurological group

was significantly more lmpaired than the chronlc schizophrenlc

group on aII summary scales except the Rhythn, Receptive,

Speech, Memory, and IntellectuaL Processes sca.Les. Appllcatlon

of the Purlsch et al. (19?8) optirnal cut off polnts resulted ln

essentially sl¡nilar hit rates for the neurologlcal group, but

higher hit rates for the schizophrenlc group' The hit rates
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ranged tron t+6% (Memory) to 7t+/" (Pathognomonlc) for the neuro-

logical group (YÞ59%), ârid from 46% (nnytnm) to 92% (Tactile

for the sçhlzophrenic group (W?2%). Use of the discrlminant

functlon derlved by Purlsch et al, (ryZg) on the 14 summary

scaLes yielded an 88/" cLassificatlon accuracy for the neuro-

logical group and. an 86¡- cl-assiflcation accuracy for the schízo-

phrenic group, for an overall hit rate of B7%.

Àlthough the cross-validation dlscrininant function hlt
rates are lmpressive dtre to thelr magnltude and correspondence to

the hit rates found. in the initial" derivation study (Purisch et

aI., t9?8), there are najor interpretatlve problems that pre-

clude uncritical acceptance of the data. Âs in the cross-

validation attempt with nornal and neuroJ-ogical sanples (Moses

& Golden , L9?9) , Moses and Golden ( 1980) used a battery consls-

tlng of 269 items while the dlscriminant function and optimal

cuttoff derlvation study (Purisch et al-., tg?B) used a battery

conslsting of 282 items. Again, thls fact was not discussed or

mentionéd. while Moses and Golden's (1980) more stringent

screening procedures might have resul-ted in the schlzophrenic

sa¡np}e appearing less impaired on the battery, thus maklng the

schÍzophrenicr/neurological discrimination somewhat easier and

possibly offsetting the effect of the reduction in the number of

items, the correspondence in hit rates between the derivation

and cross-validation studles is not in accord with what ts known

about cross-validation shrinkage 1n hit rates (see earller

discusslon).

The maJor dlfficulty with the Moses and Golden (fggO)
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study' however, ls that, despite the fact that secondary sources

(Golden, 198la, 1981b; Golden, Hammeke, & Purisch, 1980) state

that the neurolopçical patlents used were the same patients as

used in the earl-ier Moses and GoLden (tg?g) study, the summary

scale T-scores for this group are markedty different in each

publication (compare Figure 1s in Moses & Golden, L9?9, 1980).

There is no mention of this fact ln either of the primary

reports (Moses & GoLden, t9?9, 19BO) or ln the LNNB literature
subsequently publlshed. This obvious difference in the data

reported for the same subjects deserves comment from the authors.

Vlhile lt may be that the scoring critería for some of the items

were changed and that the dlfference in the reports reflect this

fact, it !s not posslble to explore thls posslbility because

the relevant reports have not been pubtlshed (see Scorlng section),

One is left with a situation 1n which the data Just do not make

sense and there ls a complete absence of discussion that could

cLarify the situation.
The overall hit rates from the discrinlnant functions (8?%,

Moses & Qo1d.en, 1980 ; 8B/,, Purisch et aI., tg?B) "grossly exceed"

(Adams,198Oa, p. 523) the hit rates that have been foqnd using

other neuropsychological tests in discrimlnating chronic schizo-

phrenics from neUrological patients. Based on an extensive

review of the llterature, Heaton et al. (79?8) found that the

median hit rate for discrímlnating chronic schizophrenics using

instruments other than the LNNB was 5t+%, The overall finding

that chronj.c schizophrenlcs perform much as do neurological

patlents on neuropsychological tests has prompted Heaton et aI.
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(Lgzg) to suggest that many chronic schizophrenlc patlents are

in fact neuroLoglcally funpaired. This suggestion, combined with

an increasing body of data based on neurological exams, EEGs'

pneumoencephalograms,c.[Tscans,andhlstopathologicalstudles

that is correlatíng structural changes in the brain with

çhronic schlzophrenia (Heaton et al., Lg?B¡ Reitan, L9?6bl

Weinberger, Torrey, & Neophytides), strongly lmplies that des-

pite the screening procedure ' many of the chronic schizophren-

ics used by Purisch et aI. (19?8) and Moses and Golden 11980)

were likewise neurologically lrnpaired. Golden, MacInnes, Ariel'

Ruedrich, Chu, Coffman, Graber, and Bloch (L982) have verlfied

thls by suggesting that' upon detall-ed evaluatlon of the LNNB

resuLts , 5O/" of the chronlc schlzophrenics used in the research

(Moses & Gotden, 19BO; Purisch et â1., 8?B) eoul-d be cl'asslfied

as braln d.amaged, and t6% cLassífled as borderllne' Golden'

Macïnnes et al. (tg82) further suggest that if more sensitive

neurologlcal screening technlques had been used (e 'g' , ventric-

ular to brain ratio, Weinberger et al., t9?9), the neurologically

impalred. chronic schizophrenlcs would have been ldentífled'

Glven this, the dlsttnctj.on between the chronlc schlzophrenic

groups and the neurological groups (Moses & Golden' 1980¡ Purisch

et al. , D?B) becomes blurred, and the meaning of the

reported high degree of classificatory aceuraey unelear.

Thls is particularLy troublesome when it ls considered that the

"chronic schizophrenic" group differed from both the neurological

group, and the medical contro] group (Lewis, Gol-den, Purisch, &

Hammeke , Lg?g), clinlcal lnterpretation is thus rendered
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difficult when the decision to be made is between diagrroslng the

chronic schizophrenic neurolo¡iieally normal or impaíred.

Golden, Maclnnes, et al. (fg8e) have lndlcated that although

Purisch et al. (tg?B) and Moses and Golden (1980) were able to

achleve great accuracy in discriminatlng what were cal-Ied chronic

schizophreni-cs from neurological patients, there are no data

to justify suggesting that the schizophrenic groups ' as a whole,

were normal. 1^thile the dlscrepancy in classification accuracy between

research using the LNNB'(Moses and. Golden, 1980¡ Purlsch et aI.,

tg?B) and other instruments (see Heaton et 41., t97B) clearly

polnts to the need. for independent replicatlon studies, especlally

given the concerns raised here, a serles of well executed

studies have provided strlking evldence that the battery can

discriminate between chronic schizophrenics with, and without'

cerebral ventficular enlargement.

Based. on a sampl-e of 42 chronic schizophrenics (20-to 40-

years-otd), GOJden, Moses, ZeLazowskl, Graber, Zatz, Horvath'

and Berger ( 19BO) obtained a multiple correlation of ,7?

between LNNB summary scale !-scores and an obJective and rell-

abl-e measure of cerebral ventricular s ize, the ventricular to

brain ratlo (VBR). The VBR was cal-culated by determlnlng the

area of the ventricular space which was then divided by the

total cross-sectionaL area of the brain on the same horizontal

CAT scan sLlce. Many C.A.T scan sllces were made wlth the sLlce

containing the largest ventrlcular area used for the calcuLations

(usually at the level of the lateral ventrlcles). Experimenters

deternining the vBRs were bllnd to the LNNB results and the
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technicians administering the battery were blind to the VBRs. No

relationshlp was found between the VBR or the summary scales

and âBê, education, chronicity, current medications' length of

hospltatization or type of schizophrenia (paranoid vs chronic

undifferentiated). Using a compl-ex set of declsion rules for

interpretíng the battery (see original article), Go1den, Moses,

et a]. (t980) were abl-e to correctly classl'fy 2j of 2J (9?%)

subjects with ventricular enlargement (VBR).10)' and 15 of I?

(88/,) subjects without'ventricular enlargement (VBR (.10) , for

an overall hit rate of 9O/". The .10 VBR cut off was employed

because normati-ve research had lndicated that the occurrence of

VBRs greater than this was extremeLy rare (t%) in neurologlcally

normal subjects (Synek & Rouben, t9?5¡ Weinberger et aI,, I9?9).

While Gol-d.en, Moses, et aI. (1980)used a VBR greater than .10 to

define the presence cf ventrlcular enlargement, it ls stated

elsewhere (Golden, MacInnes, et al., t982) that radiologists

require a VBR to exceed .?J before a patlent would be classifled

as neurologically impaired. Since Gol,den, ltloseg, et aI. (1980)

report that the VBRs ranged from .01 to ,24 (g = "L?), the sample

must be considered only mildly impaired.

The abiLity of the LNNB to predict ventricular enlargement

in chronic schizophrenj-cs has been repllcated by Golden' Graber'

Moses, anð. Zatz (1980) and GoLden, MacInnes, et 41. (1982).

Use of the 1,NNB decision ruLes generated by Golden, Moses, €t al.

(1980) enabled. GoLden, Graber, et aI. (1980) to correctly classify

14 of 2Q QO%) subjects with ventrlcular enlargement (VBR).10),

and. 20 of ?2 (gI/') subjects wlthout ventricular enlargement
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(VBR (.10), for an overall hlt rate of 8!%, The range of vBRs

was from ,01 to .30 (M = .11). Using the same rules, Golden,

Macfnnes, et aI. (tg9z) were able to use the LNNB to correctly

classify all the tS subjects wlth ventricul-ar enlargement

(v¡n ).10), and 18 of 28 (6t+V"¡ subjects without ventricular

enlargement (vnn (.10), for a comblned hit rate of ??/". VBRs

ranged from .01 to .16 (M = .08). The multiple correlation

between the VBR and the summary scales was ,?6, comparable to

that found in the GoLden, Moses et al. (t98o) study even though

the summary scales that demonstrated the Largest contributions

to the total shared varj-ance between the battery and VBR

differed. The abllity of the LNNB to predict VBR's has also

been demonstrated by Golden, IVioses, and Graber (Note 4) and

Zelazowski, Golden, Graber, Bl-ose, Bl-och, Moses, Zatz, Stah1,

Osmon, & Pfefferbaum (1981) uslng samples of ehronic alcohollcs.

While the abllity of the I,NNB to predlct ventricular en-

largement (v¡n) in chronlc schizophrenics on an acturial basis

(mul-tip1e regression) and a clinical basis (empirically derived

objective decision rules ) is impressive, the clinical utility of

thls is not clear. lleuropsychological performance deficits may

be correlated with many types of structural- cerebral changes

(and many other variables for that matter), only some of which

result in changes in VBR. As Golden, MacInnes, êt aI. (L982)

caUtion, it ls necessary to rul-e out many acute and chronlc

neuroLogical dysfunctions before the absence of ventricular

enlargement can be lnterpreted as the absence of neurological

impairrnent. In this Light, it ls noteworthy that at] the chronic
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schizophrenics used ln the vBR studies (Gol-den, Graber et aI',

19BO; GoJ-den, MacInnes, et al-., Ig8?¡ GoLden, Moses et al ., 1980)

were carefulJ-y screened such that no patient was lncluded who had

a history of seizures, head trauma, drug or al-cohol abuser o¡.

any acute or chronlc neurologlcal condltlon. There remains a

great need to examlne the ability of the LNNB to discrimlnate

between other forms of psychopathology (e.9., anxiety and

affectlve disorders) and brain damage. Al-though it ls likely

that the battery w111 prove effective in discriminating less sev-

ërel,y,. psychopathologtcally d.isturbed patients from braln-darnaged

patients, given that the discrimlnatlon between chronic schizo-

phrenics wlth, and without, ventrlcular enlargement is posslble'

this must be empiricalty demonstrated. Further, lt woul-d be

lmportant to empirically test the battery's ablllty in dlscrimin-

ating chronlc schizophrenics without ventrlcular enlarÉSement from

neurologlcal- Patients
L tio a ofB

The ability of the LNNB to dlscrlmlnate among lateralízed

and dlffusely brain-damaged subJects has been investigated by 0smon

et aI , (tg?g). Twenty subjects were assigned to each of three

groups (tett, right, diffuse) depending on the locus of brain

damage as confirmed by one or more of the folLowing methods:

neurological exam, arteri-ogram, EEG, CAT scan' pneumoencephalo-

gram, skuJl x-rays, and surgery. The groups were found not tO

differ in age or ed.ucation. Analysls of variance on each of the

11} summary scales revealed that the groups differed significantLy

only on the Left tÞmlsphere scale with the left-hemlsphere group
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more impaired than the right-hemisphere or diffuse groups. The

posslbitity that one sigmlficant analysis of varianee (out of 14)

could have arlsen from the operatlon of random or chance factors

is not considered by the researchers. 0smon et al,, (1979) al-so

report that a d.lscrlminant analysls on the 14 summary scales is

able to correctly classlfy 59 of the 6O subjects (98/,),

While the degree of accuracy ls somewhat hlgher than that

obtained lateralizíng brain damage using discrlmlnant anal,yses of

HRNTB d.ata (e.g., 8B/",'Goldsteln & Shelley, I973t 93%, Wheel-er,

Burke, & Reitan , 1963) , there are substantial problems wlth the

Osmon et aI, (tg?g) analysls. Aslde from the shrlnkage in

classification accuracy that would be expected from the use of

d,iscriminant analysis wlth a subject (per group) to variable ratio

as small as is present (zo/t+) (Fletcher et 41,, 19?B)' there is

a lack of appreciation of the statistical lmprobabillty of

achieving near perfect discriminative elasslficatory accuracy

when the unlvarlate tests lndlcate the essential equality. among

groups (Adams, 1980a). Thls can be demonstrated by the fact that

11 of the 14 univariate F statistics had values less than 1.0,

and that the average F value over the lll tests was .83. This

cJ-early suggests that the groups really díd not dlffer and seri-

ously ealls lnto questlon the reported high level of accuracy

in the classlfication of subJects based on the dlscriminant func-

tion.
McKay and Gold.en ( 19?9b) r âDd other secondary sources (e '$' ,

Gold.en, 1981a, 1981b) have stated that Osmon et al- (t9?9) were

able to class îfy z5% of their cases as rlghHremlsphere, left-
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hemisphere, or diffuse braln damage uslng the simple arithmetic

difference between the Left Hernlsphere and Right Hemisphere

scal-es. Unfortunately, there ls no mention of this ln the 0smon

et al-. (Lg?g) report, Although the LNNB has these two seales

intended to lateralize braín udamage, IVIcKay and Golden (t979b)

have emplricalÌy identified two alternate sets of items that are

considered to be more effective in dlscriminating l-ateralized.

brain damage. The alternate sets of ltems were ldentified by

comparing the performance of 73 normal subjects with 14 left-
hemisphere-damaged subjects, and with L5 right-hemisphere-damaged

subjects, ot1 each of the 269 ltems ln the battery. The ernplr-

ically derived Rlght Hemlsphere scale (deslgnated R*, Golden,

Moses, Fishburne, et al-. 1981) was generated by retaining those

items that significantly dlscrínlnated (p (.05) the right-henis-
phere group from the normal group based on 26) sequential !-tests,
The Left Hemisphere scale (¿esignated L*) was generated in a

similar manner by comparing the left-hemlsphere group with the

normal group using 269 sequential t-tests. To make the new

scales simÍlar to each other !n length, the "least effective"

items of the Lrs scale were elimlnated, as were itens that

appeared on both scales, The methodological lnadequacíes of

the extravagant use of !-tests without correeti-on for the infla-
tion of the Type 1 error rate ls agaln apparent and wil-L not be

belabored here.

McKay and GoLden's (tgZgb) data indicate that the sinple

use of the arithmetic sign that results from the R* score minus

L* score operationw<g able to discrlminate the right-hernisphere
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subJects from left-hemisphere subjects wlth tOO/, accuracy in the

derivation samples. Cross-validation using an additional 30

rlght-hemisphere -damaged subJects and 41 left-hemlsphere-damaged

subjects resulted ln 88% a,eeuracy ln the cl-asslfication of l-eft-

hemisphere damage, and 8?y'' accuracy ln the classificatlon of

right-hemisphere d.arnage, yielding an overall hit rate of B?%.

A)-though McKay and GoJden ( 19?9b) claim that the arlthmetlc

di'fference between R* and L* Scores would be of "great clinical-

value in discrlnlnatlng laterallzed groups from each other as

well as from schizophrenlcs and other brain-damaged groups" (p.5),

other data |n the report contradlct this clalm. Whlle there is

marked separatlon between the ]ateralized groups ln the difference

score (Rt+ - L*), there is much variabilíty in the data reported

for norrnals, schizophrenics, and dlffusely braln-damaged sub-

jects. Thls suggests that unless there is a prlorl lcnowledge

that a particular subject or patlent has lateralized brain damage 
'

the simple dlfference between R* and I,* scores would be mislead-

lng.

The ability of the LNNB to discrlminate among subjects with

brain damage tocalized tO one of four "maJor" areas ( frontal,

sensorÍmotor, temporal, and parletal-occipltat) of each hemls-

phere has been l-nvestigated by Lewis, Golden, Moses et aI.

(ß?g). Based on examinatlon by CAT sean, angiogram' or surgery'

subjects were assigned to one of elght groups dependlng on the

locus of maxlmum lnvol-vement of the lesion !n one of the quad-

rants of either hemisphere. There were nine subjects in each of

the left-hemlsphere €lroups and six subjects in each of the rlghtr
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hemisphere groups ' The groups dld not dlffer on demographic or

treatment variables. A neurologically normal- group composed of

the intact subjectË reported by Hammeke et al. (t9?8) and Moses

and Golden (Ig?9) was used as the control group ln this study'

One-way analyses of varj.ance on the eight experlmentaL groups

and the normal group revealed signiflCant differences on all

the 1l+ summary scales. Based on the f índing of t67 sigrrlflcant

(p (.05) pairwise differences among the groups, out of a

posslble J04 nonredundânt pairwise !-test comparisons ' Lewls

Go1d.en, Moses, €t al. (t9?g) contend that they have demonstrated

the potentlal of the battery to dlscriminate among subjects with

localized brain damage. They further suggest that leslons in

"each area of each hemisphere can be distinguished by a speciflc

pattern of LNNB scores" (p. 1010¡ see Figures 2-5, Lewis' Golden'

Moses, êt aI., tg?g), spiers (I9B?) has taken j-ssue wlth these

clalms by suggesting that because Lewis, Golden, Moses, €t al.

(D?g) ¿iA not take lnto account the subcortlcal extent of the

lesions, or the dlfficulty in making preclse statenents about

lesion location due to "Ín,ass and contra0oup effects" (p, 3Oi),

the validity of the conclusions is ln doubt'

WhiLe the overuse of uncorrected t-tests ls again apparent '

the major difficulty with the Lewis, GoLden, Moses et a1- (L9?9)

clalms is that an examlnatlon of the means and' standard devla-

tlons of the summary scales for each locallzed brain-damaged

group suggests that the report of sipçnificant differences among

groups is somewhat ln error. For exanple, despite the fact

that Lewls, Golden, Moses et al-' (L9?9) report that there were
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1l nonredundant, sigrrlflcant pairwise differences among the eight

brain-damaged group on the Motor Sca1e (28 posslble nonredundant

pairwise comparisons, see Tab1e 5, Lewis, Golden, Moses, €t aI.,
tg?g), a re-calcuLation of the 1l !-tests using the means and

standard deviations reported for the groups (Tables 3 and 4,

Lewis, Go1den, Moses et aI.¡ lg?g) resulted 1n only four signi-

flcant differences (n (.05, two-tailed). Slmllar calcufation

problems are present for the data on the other summary scales.

The small sampLe sízes,. use of uncorrected. t-tests, and errors

in calcutatlon present serlous problems that lmpede the accep-

tance of the T,ewis, Golden, IVloses, et a1. (t9?9) study as demon-

stratlng the ablIíty of the battery to localize braÍn damage.

McKay and. Go1den (L9?9a) have ernpirically derlved additional

LNNB scales to localize braln damage uslng a procedure slmllar

to that emp)-oyed ín the emplrlcal derivatlon of the lateraliza-

tion scales (Ptcfay & Go]den, I9?9b), The performance of 7?

neurologically normal subjects was conpare$ on each of the 269

ltemg to the performance of each of elght groups of subjects with

Iocalized braln damage. The procedure used to localize l"esions

was less adequately outllned than in Lewis, GoJ-den, Moses et al.

(Lg?g; see Spiers , Lg82). The local-Iy brain-danaged. groups were

as follows: right frontal (g=5), rlght sensorimotor (!=3)' rlght
parietat-occipltal (4=?), right temporal (n=4), left frontal- (g-tZ¡ 

'

]eft sensiomotor (B=6), left parletal-occipital (g=10) ' and

teft temporaÌ (g=6). Eight scales were derfved such that each

scale consisted of items that were found to statistically discrim-

inate a particular locally brain-damaged group from the norrnaÌ
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group with as llttle lten overlap across scales aS possible '

Using the highest score from the eight localization scales '

McKay and Go1den (t9?9a) ufere able to correctly l-ocalize the

Jesion In 4? of the 53 ß9/,) neurologically impaired subjects.

Although there are problerns with the derivatlon of the

eight l-ocalLzatlon scaJes regarding the very sna]l size of the

samples emp).oyed and the great number of t-tests used (2t52),

Golden, Moses, Fishburne' et al. (1981) have demonstrated the

abllity of the scal-es to local-lze brain damage using an addi-

tiona] samp)-e of subjects wlth focal brain Leslons. Thls study

also provided a cross-valldation of the ability of the critical

Ievel procedure (GoLden, Moseg, Graber, & Berg' 1981) to detect

brain damage, and a cross-validation of the ab1Líty of the

empirlcally derlved lateralization scales ( R* and L* scales 
'

McKay and Go1den, tg?9b) to tateralize braln damage. Dependlng

on the }ocus of a single cerebraL lesion, 8? neurologlcal sub-

jects were asslgned to one of eight groups (left anA right

frontal, sensorlmotor, parietal-occipltal and temporal) . Subjects

with subcortlcal lesions were excluded from the investlgation.

Samp}e sizes of the brain-danaged groups ranged from 6 subjects

(tertsensorj.motor)toL?subjects(tertparietal-occipital)'
with a mean of 11 subjects per group. Â neurologlcally normal

group (n=lO) was also usefl, and there were no differences

reported among the nine groups in age or education'

Use of the critical Level procedure (three or more summary

Sca1es above the critical level indicate brain damage, Golden'

Moses, Graber & Berg, 1981) resulted in the correct classiflcatlon
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of ?? of B? (88%) neurologlcal subjects and 2t+ of 30 (BO%) normal

subjects, for an overalL hit rate of 86%. The R*-Ls dlfference

was able to correctly ]ocallze 2? of 38 (7L/") right-hemisphere-

damaged subjects and 41 of þ9 ßt+"¡¡ left-henisphere-damaged sub-

jects, ylelding an overall- hit rate of ?8%. Use o'f the highest

score on the 1ocaLization scales to }ateralize subjects resulted

in higher Ìevels of dlscriminatlon (right-hemlsphere-damaged

subJects , g5/,¡ Ieft-hemisphere-damaged subJects 9t+%). The hlghest

seore on the locaLlzatíon scales was able to correctly loeallze

lesions in 65 of the 8? Q5%) neurologlcaL subJects, wíth

accuracy for the right-hernisphere-localized lesions 66V,¡ less

than the accuraey for ]eft-hernlsphere-Localized lesions (8t%),

The Go1¿en, Moses, Fishburne r et al. ( 1981) study indicates

the potential of the I,NNB to d.etect, lateralize, and local-ize

focal brain lesions. Given the concerns ralsed here, however,

regardlng much of the research supposedly demonstratlng the

battery's diagnostlc validlty, lt is obvl-ous that mueh more

data are requirec.l before the lnstrument can be considered clini-

cally useful. In particular, there is a great need for research

to replicate the þasic data such that unequivocal- statements

can be made concerrring the efficacy of the battery in naking

dlagnostic decisions.
Construct VaIidllv

Although the data reviewed examining the batteryrs crÍ-

terion-related (¿lagnostic) valldlty, and the discussion of the

content vaLidlty, speak to the issue of the construct val'idlty

of the lnstrument, it ls llecessary to conslder other components
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and indicators of construct valldity such as the lnternal con-

slstency of the summary scales, factor ana)-ysls of the battery'

and correlations of the battery with other lnstrunents. Brain

damage !s a multifaceted construct (Davison, 19?'+¡ Matarazzo,

9?6) and, as such, it would be most approprlate to dlscuss the

construct valtdlty of the behavloral indlces (surnmary scales)

for the component processes that are thought underlie neuro-

psychological inPairment .

Iterq-Scal-e Cons lstencv

An important component of the construct validity of the

summary scales that make up the battery, is the internal consi-

stency of each scale. This ls a questlon of whether each item

on a summary scal-e, supposedly tapplng one facet of the con-

struet represented by the scale, Í-s highly correlated wlth the

total score for the scale. whlIe lt has been stated that the

sunmary scal-es are not strlctly homogeneous with respect to item

content (Golden, Fross, & Graber, 1981¡ Golden, Hammeke' &

Purisch, 1980), GoLden, Arlel¡ McKay, et a_-t. (t982) poslt that the

items of each indívldual sumnary scale tap the same general

construct. For examPle, although ltems of the Motor Sca1e may

differ in terms of the molecular skllls they assess, they aII

have as thelr maJor component, the requirement that a motor act

be completed.

using the same sample as ernployed In investigatlng the split''

half reliability of each sunmary scale, Golden, Fross, and Graber

( 19Bl) found that of the 269 items in the battery, 25O were more

highly correlated with the scal-e on which they were placed than
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other summary scales. Àtthough Golden, Fross, and Graber (1981)

lnterpret this to suggest that the battery has a high degree of

Item-scale consistencyr âñ evaluation of the homogeneity of the

scales in terrns of their underlying constrtlcts (Anastasi, t9?6)

is not possible because the magnitude and patterns of the corre-

lations are not reported. This demonstration that items are

placed on Summary scales they are most highly correlated with,

provides a prerequisite for the rneaningful interpretation of

each summary scaLe. '

Factor Ânalvsis anrì Item tercorrel atlon

Factor analysis is a powerful technique that can be used to

reduce the dimensionality of data ln an effort to uncover the

underlying structure. As such, it can be used to support or

generate theoretical models, and to aid |n lnterpretation when

one ls confronted by an array of many variables' Unfortunately'

a serles of investlgations carried out by Golden and his co]]e-

agues (Colden, Hammeke, Osmon, Sweet, Purisct¡ & Graber, 1981¡

Gold.en, osmon, Sweet, Graber, Purisch, & Hammeke, 1980¡ Go1den'

purlsch, Sweet, Graber, osmon, & Hammeke, 1980: GoJden, Sweet'

Hammeke, Purlsch, Graber & osmon, 19BO), attempting to factor

analyze each of the summary scal-es, faLls far short of achiev-

ing these goals. Although the reports suggest that' wlth the

exception of the Receptive speech scale, the factor structures

of the remainlng summary sca)-es conforrn to what would be pre-

dicted by Lurla's (Lg66, 1980) theory, there are methodologlcal

problems with the factor analyses which tend to seri.ousl-y question

the factor analYtic results '
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There are major difficultles in using variables in a factor

analysis whích are measured on ordinal scales with few categor-

ies (comrey, tg?$; Kim & Mueller, 19?8). Recall that the ltems

on the INNB are scored by a 0, 1, and 2 system and that' of the

269 itens , )J are scored in a purely dichotomous fashion (see

scorlng section). under some condltions lt 1s possible to use

factor analysis on data with such a limited number of categories,

particularly when the goal of the analysis is strictly explora-

tory (Kim & Mueller, Lg?B), The factor analyses, âs executed'

by Golden and his associates, however, are confirmatory in that

there ls an attempt to rel-ate the obtained factor structures to

theory. When factor anatysis is used ln this manner, with

dichotomous or trichotomous varlabl,es, there is the poEslbility

that the obtalned. factor structure may have been greatly dls-

torted because "the correlatl0ns between varlables can be

artlficially llmited in size or they can be grossly lnflated'

dependlng on the situation encountered" (Comrey, I9?8, P' 65I) '

Further, strictly speakirg, lt ls not posslble to neanlngfuJ-Iy

express dichotomous variables in a factor analytic model (I(lm

& Mueller, 1978).

The other maJor methodologlcal- prqblem wlth the factor

analyses is that they are performed on the combined clata genera-

ted from 90 neurologically lntact subJects, 90 psychiatric sub-

jects, and 90 braln-d.amaged subjects, wlth no conslderatlon of

the likellhoocl that the factor struetures couLd differ ln each

of the three populations that were represented (Spiers ' I9B2\ '

that thls argument has substance is suggested by McKay and
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Golden's (1981b) r€-êxânrínation of the factor structure of the

Receptlve Speech scale. McKay and Gotden ( 198lb) employed Io5

neurologically intact subJects, 94 psychiatrlc subjects, and 218

brain-darnaged subjects. Two-hundred and seven of these sub-

jects were subjeets that were used tn the lnltlal study (Gol,den,

Purisch, Bt a1., 1980). While there is no indicatlon as to why

only ??% of tlne initlal subjects were used, one najor dlfference

between the studies is that there were proportionately more

braln-damaged subjects'used !n McKay and Gol-den's (1981b) re-

examj.nation than ln the initial study (Golden, Purj-sch, et a].,
19BO). McKay and Golden'6 ( 1981b) resulting factor structure

(? factors retained) was markedly different from the factor

structure (Z faetors retalned) reported by Go1den, Purisch, et

al. (rgaO). An lnference that can be mad.e is that slnce one

dlfference between studies is the greater proportion of brain-

damaged subjects 1n the McKay and Gold.en (1981b) sanple, the

factor structure for the brain-damaged subjects may dlffer from

that of the neurologically lntact and psychiatrlc subJects.

Another plaUslble and equally testable hypothesls ls that the

difference in results betweeà studies is due, not to the differ-

ences ln sub-sanple structure, but to the increased stabiLlty of

the factor structure that arises onl,y because the factor ana}ysis

in the McKay and Go1den ( 1981b) study is based on a large number

of subjeets.

since McKay and Golden ( rçart) state that their resul-ts

suggest that the earLler data (Golden, Purisch et al., 1980)

were "spurious", lt is surprislng that there has been no attempt
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to re-examlne the factor structures of the other summary scales

because, even though they may appear consistant to what was pre-

dicted by theory, they coul-d be equally "6purious". Before

factor analyses are performed on the combined data from sampleg

that may represent different populatlons ' it behooves the

researcher to demonstrate that the factor structures are equl-

valent across the gamples.

Simllar nethodologicat problens are present in studies that

have demonstrated intercorrelations among the ltems of the

battery (Colden & Berg, 1p80a, 19BOb, 1980c, 1980d, 198la, 19Btb).

The rnajor problern wlth these studies, however, ls the sheer

quantity of data presented. These lnvestigatlons have reported

the correlation of each lten of a particular scale with each of

the remalnlng itens of the battery. For example, each of the

Ij items on theVritlng scale was correlated with each of the

remalning 256 ltems on the battery (Golden & Berg, 1980a).

Whil_e there are only 36,O46 nonredundant bivariate correlatlons

possible , g\ven 269 lterns, the procedure used by GoJ-den and

Berg can potential1y generate 63,936 bivariate correlations

using the 11 basic surnmary scales (excluding Left Hemlsphere,

Right Hemlsphere, and Pathognomonic ), of which results based on

26,53,+ correlatl-ons have been reported' The methodological,

conceptual, and interpretative problems in dealing with such a

Ìarge number of correlations stagger the lmagination'

À).though Gold.en and Berg ( 1980a, 19BOb, 1980c, 1980d, I98La,

198lb) have attempted to interpret onLy those correlatlons that

were highly signlficant, their procedure !s suspect because the
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crlteria for incLuding correlations for interpretation changes

from one stud.y to the next, In the initial report investigating

the correlations between Writlng scale ltems and the remalnder

of the lterns on the battery (Golden & Berg, 1980a), only

correlations that were above.. .l+O were interpreted whlIe, in the

other reports, a crlteria of .lJ was applled (GoLden & Berg,

1g8ob, 19$oc, 19BOd, 198la, 1981b), rnspection of the data

reveaLs that if the .40 crlterion was used consistentl"y through-

out the studles, approximately Jo/, (Vlsual Scale) to 80% (nnytrrm

scale) of the "lnterpretable" correlations using the ,)5 crit-

erion would have been lost. Thus, while 1t ís obvious that the

change in criteria was employed to prevent a major loss of data'

such a proced.ure can not be endorsed because It represents a

sitr,¡atlon where declsion ruÌes are manlpuJ-ated to create results

that are consistent with the investigators expectations '

Given the concerns ralsed. here regarding the factor ana)-ytic

and item intercorrelation reports, these studles can not be

used to speak to the construct validity of the summary scales

of the LNNB. A factor analysis of the ltems is posslble if the

items are scored with many categories or if the suÛmary scale

scores are used. as the data points, although dlfferent issues

would be addressed by each approach. In thls light, lt seems

unfortunate that GoLden (19BO¡ Golden, Hammeke, &' Purisch' 1980)

chose to forego a five point scorlng system in favor of one

whlch was dlchotomous and trlchotomous '
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Corre ation With Other Inst s

The correlation of a new lnstrument wlth instrunents weII

established ln current use provldes evldence as to how well the

construct(s) supposedly measured by the new instrument 1s

assessed (Anastasl, L9?6), When the correlation between the new

instrument and those cUrrently in use !s high, evldence accumu-

lates suggestlng that the new lnstrument has construct validity
( lnsofar as the currently used lnstruments have construct

valldity) . Such infornation has great clinical relevance. If

it can be establlshed that the new instrument is highly correla-

ted with lnstrumente currently in use (i.e., measures the same

skiLls), not only would it be posslble for the clinician to feel

confident that he or she is assessing motor skllls, for example '

with the lr{otor scale , but also, lt would be possible to make a

choice of which instrurnent to use based on factors such as

adminlstration tlne required' ease of administratlon, equÍpment

needs, and the potential of the data generated to be used 1n

making dlagnostic and treatment decisions'

Golden, Kane, sweet, Moses, cardellino, Temp}eton, vlcente,

and Graber (1981) have exarnined the relatlonship between the LI+

LNNB summary scales and 14:of the major variables of the HRNTB.

The 1l+ HRNTB scores that were used derived from the Category

Test,Tactile Perforrnance Test (Tlme, Memory, and Location),

Rhythm Test, Speech Sound.s Perceptlon Test, TraiL Maklng Test

(A and B), Aphasia screening Test, sensory-Perceptual Test'

Flnger Tapplng lest (Dominant and Non-Domlnant), Weihsl-er Àdult

Intelligence Sca}e (W¡fS) Verbal- IQ, and WÂIS Performance IQ'
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Using a multiple cerrelation procedure, it was found that the 14

LNNB summary scales were highly correlated with each of the 14

HRNTB varÍables. When each pf the HRNTB variables were used as

clependent measures with the LNNB summary scales as prediçtors,

the multiple correlations ranged from .7I (dependent measure,

Finger Tapping-Domj-nant) to .96 (dependent measure, WAIS Performance

IQ) , with a mean multiple correlation of .85. When each of the

LNNB sUmmary scales were used as the dependent measures with the

HRNTB variaþIes as predfçtors, the multiple correlations ranged

from .77 (dependent measure, LNNB Rhythm) to .g4 (dependent measure,

Visual), with a mean multiple Çorrelation of .86. Although a

canonical analysj-s (Kerlinger & Pedhazur, L973) would have been

a more appropriate technique to use with this data, the high

degree of shared variance (approximately 73Zl between the LNNB

and the HRNTB tends to suggest that Èhe two batteries overlap

consíderably in the basic set of skills they each assess.

The high degree of shared variance between the two batteries

has been indirectly cQnfirmed by the Golden, I(ane, €t al. (1981)

demonstration that essentially identj-cal hit rates have been

achieved by each battery in discriminating between the same

groups of control and neurological subjects. Use of a discrim-

inant analysis on the 14 IJNNB summary scales was abl-e to achieve

a hit rate of 872 in the neurological- group (42/481 and a hit

rate of 88S in t,he control group (53/601 , while a discriminant

analysi-s on the 14 HRNTB variables achieved a 903 hit rate in the

neurological group (43/481 and a 842 hit rate Ín the control

group (50/60). Comparable hit rates for the two batteries ín

detecting the presence of braÍn damage (each approxfmately 80%)
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were aLso obtained in a bIÍnd, expert,cl-lnicaì- lnterpretation of

protocals from a mlxed psychiatric and brain-damaged sample

(Kane, Sweet, Gol-den, Parsons, & Moses, 1981). A sinilar high

d.egree of concordance between the expert clinical interpretation

of the HRNTB and Luriars procedures has been reported by Ðiament

and HiJmen ( 19Bl) . This latter study ls noteworthy because it

was Chrlstensenrs (Ig?5) adaptlon of Lurla's neuropsychologlcal

investigation that was employed, not the LNNB.

while the Golden, Kane, êt aI. (1981) study lndicates that

the LNNB assesses roughly the same general set of functions as

the HRNTB, there is a need to examine how well the índividual

LNNB summary SCales assess the constructs that are thought to

underlie the scales. Thls ls a questlon of whether a scale such

as lr,lemory really does assess what are currently thought to be

memory functíons. Despite the suggestion that content analysls

(e.¿3., splers, 1981) l-ndicates that the sunmary scal-es do not

assess the functions for which they are named, the flnal resolu-

tion of this issue rests primarily on data derlved from empirrcal

work.

Àlthough the data indlcate that the correlatlons between

WAIS IQs and the Intellectual Processes scale are hlgh (WAIS

Verbal- IQ, . 86 , Perforrnance IQ, '?6 , FuLl' Sca1e IQ ' '86 '
Prifltera & Ryan, 1981; WAIS Verbal TQ, -.8þ, Performance IQ'

-.?4, Ful} Sca}e IQ, .84, McKay, Golden, Moses, Fishburne' &'

wisiniewski, tg8t), the speciflcity of this ls lost when it is

reallzed that the other INNB sunmary scal-es also corretate hlghly

withWAISIQS.Excludingthecorre].ationswlththelnte}lectua}
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Processes eca1e, correlations with the WAIS Verbal IQ range from

,47 (Tactile) to .81 (¡,ritnnetic) wlth a mean of .67,

corelations with the WAIS Performance IQ range from ,56

(Tactile) to .?! (lvlernory) wlth a mean of - ,65, and correla-

tions with the WAIS FuLI Sca}e IQ range from ,53 (Tactile) to

.80 (Arithnetic) wlth a mean of ,7o (Mcfay, Golden et al.,

1981) . WAIS IQs were also found to be the strongest predlctors,

in the set of HRNTB variables, of alL the I-INNB sunmary scales

wlth exceptions being the Tactlle and Right Hemlsphere scaLes

where they were the second and thlrd strongest predictors r rês-

pectively (Golden, Kang et aI., 1981). Thus, whlle the IntelLe-

ctual Processes bcale Ineasures psychometric lntelllgence as

defined. by the WAIS, to a l"esser extentr So too do the other

summary scaJes. This ls not surprising when one considers that

since inte1l-igence tests measure adaptive functloning (l'tlatarazzo,

t9?6), and that adaptive functioning is medlated by the cerebral

cortex, it would be expected that there would be a considerable

proportion of shared variance between tests designed to measure

intelligence and those designed to measure neuropsychological

functioning.
When the WAIS IQ scores are excluded from the correlations

between the HRNTB and the LNNB, the Aphasla Screenlng Test

emerges as one of the strongest predictors of the LNNB summary

scales (Golden, Kane, êt aJ., 1981). Since the Aphasla Screening

Test assesses varlous aspects of receptive and expressive lang-

uage ski}Is (neitan & Davison, t9?4), the correlations wlth the

summary scaLes indicate that language skills are involved ln
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the performance of all- facets of the skilIs that the LNNB assesses.

Thls partially supports the contentlon that scales presumably

nçt lntended to assess language functlons (e.g., Tactile) are

contaminated by the requirenent of the use of language skllls
(Crosson & Warren, tg82; Delis & Kaplan, 1982; Splers' 1981,

Note 1) . Given this, it is posslble that the construct measured

by a partlcular summary scale differs depending on the type of

patient group assessed (Crosson & Warren , 1982) , For examÞfe,

in aphasic patients, unl-ess the administratlon and scoring crit-

eria are great1y changed. to account for receptive and expressive

difflculties, seales such as the Tactile or Vlsual, scales may

only assess language deflclts, not tactll-e and visual skllls as

is suggested by the scale labels. rn patlents wlthout language

d.isorders, however, these scales may well assess tactile and

visual functÍons.

Additlonal research' uslng patient groups that differ in

their presentation of neuropsychological s¡rmptom patterrns, is

needed before it woul"d be posslble to suggest the nature of the

constructs that underlie the summary scales on the I,NNB.

Although the data suggest that the LNNB and the HRNTB overlap

conslderably !n the skllts that they assess ' and that the LNNB

measures much of what is consldered to be psychometric intelll-

gence, llttle is lcnown regarding the construct validity of the

LNNB summary scales (tfre exceptlon being the IntelLectual Pro-

cesses sca}e, see above). One important avenue for future

research would be to examine how welL the indlvldual summary

seales correlate with other instruments which are thought to
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assess the same underl-ylng construct. A valuable component of

this approach would be to use the rnethodology as suggested by

Carnpbell and Fiske (t959) in which lt is necessary not only to

demonstrate that summary scales correlate well wlth other instru-
ments that tap the same construct (convergent val-idatlon), but

aLso that the summary scales do not correlate well wlth instru-

ments that tap other constructs (dlscrimlnant val-idatlon)'

CONCLUSIONS

In attempting to standardize Lurla's (t966, 1980) procedures,

Gol-den and his team have developed an instrument that falLs far
short çf the goal of comblning the qual-ification of the s¡rmptom

and the standardized, quantltative approaches to neuropsycholo-

gical agsessment. The only simílarlty that the I,NNB has to the

neuropsychologlcal investigation procedures Luria (1966' 1980)

deseribed ls that there ls, most likely' Some degree of overlap

ln the type of tasks patients are asked to perform. this slmi-

larity, however, ís more apparent than real because Luria's

procedure for investÍgation was not tled to any set of ltems,

but to a particular methodology that was fLexible, Y€t systematic,

in an attempt to provide a thorough evaluation of each patient's

strengths and weaknesses. In Luria's framewOrk, proCedureS for

each indÍvidual patient are carefully chosen so that the funda-

mental defect underlying a s¡rmptom can be isolated.

In contrast, the LNNB embodies a methodology in which a

fixed set of lterns is presented. falrly rigidly to every patient,

and hence, the reÌevance of many of the items for a partlcular

patient may be minlmal. Although Golden (198ta¡ GoLden, Ariel'
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Moses, êt â1. ¡ 1982) states that the lnterpretation of the LNNB

lnvolves combinlng quantitatíve data (summary scal-es, lateral-

lzal,ion seaLes, locaLization scales) and qualltatlve lnpressions

(performance on individual ltems, patterns across ltems), it ls

far from cLear how the battery could be used to systematically

decompose a symptom lnto it's constituent parts as ls required

by the qualification of the s¡rmptorn approach (spiers, 1982).

The standardized adminlstration of a fixed set of items to every

patlent seems lneompatible wlth the flexlble and lndividuallzed

investlgation of the quallflcation of the s¡rmpton approach.

Since, in this analysis, the LNNB does not approxlnate the

quatification of the symptom approach to neuropsychological assess-

ment, what can be said. concerning the ut1l1ty of the lnstrument

as ^ standardized, quantitatlve battery? In the maln, although

there is a need for repllcation to demonstrate that some of the

effects are not artifacts due to statlstlcal and rnethodological

inadequacies, the literature suggests that the battery may have

promise ln detecting the presence of brain damage, and in

Iocallzing focat lesions to one of the quadrants of either

hemlsphere. Particularly suggestive are the data that demon-

strate that the use of obJectlve clinlcal rules (e.g., hlghest

score on the }ocalization scales) can locall-ze brain damage

(Golden, Moses, FLshburne, et aJ.., 1981)' and that the battery

can be used to predict cerebral ventrl-cular enlargement in

chronic schizophrenlcs (e.g,, Golden, MacInnes, @t al', 1982)'

Although there are data to indlcate that the LNNB and

the HRNTB assess much the same neuropsychologlcal skills
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(Go]den, Kane, êt al., 1981), and are virtually ldentical in
diagrrostic power ln diseriminating neurological subJects from

control and psychlatrÍc subjects (Go}den, Kane, êt aL., 1981;

Kane et aL., 1981), lt is premature to endorse the use of the

LNNB for clinical- practlse, The research base that unambigu-

ously demonstrates the effectiveness of the battery ls not

)-arge enough to justify pl"acing confidence in the cLinlcal use

of the instrument. The caution extends to the use of the

current set of norms (Colden, Hammeke, & Purisch, 1980) for

whieh there are major questions regarding the Limitations that

should be imposed upon their general üsê.

Àn important cllnical question for which there is no clear

answer is whether the LNNB, âS a standardized instrument, is

abte to provide information for the neuropsychologist that has

direct treatment implications. Although the suggestion that

the battery ,,does not adequately or comprehensively assess any

major neuropsychological functlon" (Splers, 1981, p. 33?)

seriously calls into question the ability of the battery to des-

scribe and measure the behavíoral manifestations of brain damage 
'

it is clear that only empirical tests wilL provide resoLution to

this j-ssue. As of yet, the onJ-y tests to appear have demon-

strated fairly convincingly that the I,NNB does provide an ass-

essment of neurepsychologlcal functions comparable to the HRNTB

(Golden, Kane, êt aI., 1981) and WAIS (McKay, Golden, et aI.,

1981). Additlonal research w111 be needed to exanine how

adequately or comprehenslvely the battery assesses the neuro-

psychologica). functions that the summary scales are named after'
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This form of research ls crucial- because the neuropsychologist's

role is such that he or she must be prepared to provlde not just

some forrn of predlctlon regardlng the nature and location of

cerebral lesions, but a1so, precise statements about the behav-

ioral consequenees of Jeslons for litlgation and rehabilitation

counselJ.ing (Parsons , I9?O¡ Parsons & Prigatano, tg?B ¡ Satz &

Fletcher, 1981¡ Wedding & Gudeman, tgBO¡ Bigler & steinman' 1981).

The clinical utllity of the LNNB does not depend upon elther

the publlsher's (University of Nebraska Press ' L979; Western

Psychological Services, 19Bt) and test developer's clains

(Golden, Hammeke, & Purisch, 1980), or conceptual and methodo-

J-ogical critiques ( ¡.dams , 1980a, 1980b; Crosson & Warren, 1982 t

spiers, 1981, IgB2), but upon carefully planned and well execu-

ted. research. The cllnica] utillty of the I'NNB can only be

determlned on the basis of the findings of future research'

until such research is completed, the prornotion and narketlng of

the I,NNB as an lnstrument provlding comprehenslve neuropsycho-

loglcal evaluation, "developed. and standardlzed under rÍ-gorous

test construction and valldatíon procedures" (Western Psycho-

l-ogical Services , 1981 , p . l+3) is , at best ' misleadlng '
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